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Welcome
With women globally continuing to face obstacles to career progression, this year’s
International Women’s Day highlights the importance of equality as a business issue
The World Economic Forum’s (WEF)

how professional services firms in the

Global Gender Gap Report 2018 is a

UK are actively setting targets for female

sobering read that highlights just how

partnership and offering support for

far countries have to go to remove the

women to rise through the ranks.

disparity in career progression between

On our cover is dynamic

men and women.

businesswoman Melanie Proffitt

As the WEF rightly points out,

FCCA, CFO of luxury hotel business

deploying around half of the world’s

Farncombe Estate. The ACCA Council

total talent pool has a massive impact

member’s career has spanned multiple

on the growth, competitiveness and

sectors, which has meant that when

future-readiness of economies and

entering a new business, she can ask

businesses worldwide. At the current

challenging questions and bring a new

rate of change, the global gender

perspective. Her story starts on page 12.

gap will take 108 years to close while

Another theme across this edition

economic gender parity is 202 years

is the importance of emotional

off. Find out which countries are the

intelligence in the role of the

most gender-equal in our infographic

professional accountant. Obviously we

on page 8.

humans can’t compete with machines

In this joint February/March edition,

when it comes to carrying out the more

you’ll find coverage of women’s issues

routine tasks, but where we add value

to coincide with International Women’s

is in our ability to read situations and

Day (IWD) on 8 March. Rather timely,

apply our professional judgment. EQ

given the WEF’s comments on how

is the human superpower of the digital

women contribute to the economy, this

age. Read our main feature on this on

year’s IWD theme is #BalanceforBetter,

page 36, among other coverage.

AB

in which it calls for balance to be seen
as a business issue, not just a women’s

Jo Malvern, editor

issue. Our article on page 42 looks at

joanna.malvern@accaglobal.com
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Venice is to introduce an
entry fee of up to €10,
which will be targeted
primarily at daytrippers
who arrive on hundreds
of cruise ships each year.
Mayor Luigi Brugnaro
said the tourist tax
would be used to keep
the city clean.

Sandra Oh became the
first woman of Asian
descent to co-host the
Golden Globes. The
Korean-Canadian star of
hit show Killing Eve was
also the first Asian woman
to win the award for Best
Actress in a TV Drama in
almost 40 years.

The decision by owner
Sheikh Abid Gulzar
to temporarily close
Hastings Pier met
with anger from local
residents. In 2011
the Heritage Lottery
Fund provided £12.4m
to restore the Grade IIlisted pier.

Designer David Byron
showcased a model of
Hyundai’s walking car
at the 2019 CES in Las
Vegas. Hyundai Elevate,
which can walk at 3mph
over rough terrain, climb
and jump, could be used
for rescues following
natural disasters.
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News in brief
This edition’s stories and infographics from across the globe, as well as a look
at the latest developments and issues affecting the finance profession
HMRC slows MTD

with MTD for VAT. Chas Roy-

taking on an extra 3,000 staff

and coordination procedures;

HMRC has announced it

Chowdhury, head of taxation

to deal with the additional

perform risk assessments of

will not proceed at present

at ACCA, said: ‘This issue is

workload relating to Brexit.

national regulators; facilitate

with the adoption of Making

of considerable concern for

Tax Digital (MTD) for either

SMEs, with many businesses

Top 10 prosecutions

member states; and, where

corporation tax or personal

reviewing how they will

HMRC has published a list

national regulators fail to

income tax. However, the

adhere to a new digital

of its top 10 prosecutions for

act, deal directly with non-

introduction of MTD for VAT

system in April.’ ACCA

2018. Heading up the list is a

compliant banks. As AB went

will go ahead as planned in

is especially concerned

tax fugitive who was on the

to press, the Home Office

April. ACCA has urged the

because MTD for VAT

run for 11 years, owed £53m

announced a commitment

government to provide more

coincides with Brexit. HMRC

and was imprisoned after

of £3.5m to support work

support to SMEs in dealing

has announced that it is

capture in Canada. Others

to reform the suspicious

on the list included an arms

activity reports regime via an

dealer who supplied banned

Economic Crime Strategic

equipment to Iran, a church

Board (See more on AML on

The world has closed 68% of its gender gap across four pillars

leader who fraudulently

page 24.)

of economic opportunity, political empowerment, educational

claimed gift aid and a racing

attainment and health and survival, according to the World

driver guilty of money

Major audit reform

Economic Forum’s Global Gender Gap Report 2018. Among

laundering. It also included

The Competition and

the G20, France leads, in 12th place (77.9%), followed by

a tax consultant who

Markets Authority (CMA)

Germany (14th, 77.6%) and the UK (15th, 77.4%). The US is in

masterminded a conspiracy

has proposed major reform

51st place (72%).

to steal £6.9m of workers’

of the audit market. Its

Rank

pay, was caught at Heathrow

review expressed concern

and imprisoned.

at companies choosing

Mixed picture on gender gap

1. Iceland

85.8

2. Norway
3
3. Sweden

83.5

4. Finland

82.1

5. Nicaragua

82.2

80.9

auditors for their ‘cultural

EU ups AML rules

fit’ or ‘chemistry’, rather

Stronger money laundering

than for toughest scrutiny.

and terrorist financing

The CMA proposes

controls have been

legislation to separate

announced by the European

firms’ audit and consulting

Union. The European

services in operational

Banking Authority (EBA) is

terms; external scrutiny of

to have an enhanced anti-

auditor appointments; and

money laundering (AML)

imposition of a ‘joint audit’

6. Rwanda

80.4

7. New Zealand

80.1

supervision role for financial

regime to give non-Big Four

institutions, ensuring AML

firms a role in auditing the

8. Philippines

79.9

rules are applied effectively

UK’s largest companies. Sir

in all member states. The

John Kingman’s review of the

EBA will collect information

Financial Reporting Council

from national regulators;

proposes it is replaced with

ensure national regulators

an independent statutory

develop common standards

regulator, accountable to

9. Ireland
10. Namibia

8

% gap closed

cooperation with non-

79.6
78.9
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Net gains
Football finance in the UK is fascinating, not least because of the vast sums of money involved and
fluctuating fortunes of the clubs on and off the field. Watch our video for pitch-perfect analysis

Ready for kick off
•

Wolverhampton Wanderers
CFO Rita Purewal FCCA on
how Premiership promotion has
benefited the club

•

Millwall FD Steve Exley FCCA
describes uniting his passion for
football with finance
Deloitte specialist Tim Bridge
looks at the latest trends in
football finance

•

More information
See bit.ly/AFF-foot, or go to accaglobal.
com/AFF2018 to see this and other
sessions from our virtual conference.

parliament. (See also page

against which to evaluate the

who is made a Companion

including sexual harassment

29.) Professor Prem Sikka

proposals outlined.’

of the Order of the Bath;

and bullying’. KPMG told the

Patrick Mears, chair of the

paper that seven partners

FCCA’s review of audit for
the Labour Party suggests

Audit review gong

General Anti-Avoidance Rule

had left in the last four years

a ban on auditors providing

Donald Brydon, the newly

(GAAR) panel and external

because of inappropriate

non-audit services to clients;

appointed leader of the

consultant to HMRC, who

behaviour; and PwC said that

removal of ownership

independent review into the

was given an OBE; and

five partners had similarly

restrictions on audit firms to

UK audit market, has been

Pauline Chelmsford, deputy

left in the past three years.

encourage new entrants; and

awarded a knighthood in

director of large businesses

The firms provided the

the use of a state-backed

the new year’s honours list.

at HMRC, also awarded

information after outgoing

auditor for banks and other

He was until recently chair of

an OBE.

Deloitte chief executive David

major financial institutions.

the London Stock Exchange

While welcoming the

Group and is also former

Partners forced out

20 of its partners had been

reviews’ findings, Andrew

chair of Sage Group. Brydon

At least 37 partners at the

required to leave in four years

Gambier, head of audit

was appointed in December

Big Four firms have been

for inappropriate behaviour.

and assurance at ACCA,

2018 by the government

forced out over claims of

said: ‘It’s important that any

to consider how audit can

misconduct, according to a

Griffith-Jones role

discussion of improvements

meet the needs of investors.

Financial Times investigation.

Former KPMG UK senior

to the system, legislation

HMRC chief executive Jon

The FT reported that five

partner and CEO John

and regulation is focused

Thompson was also given a

EY partners have left the

Griffith-Jones has taken over

primarily on improving audit

knighthood. Other honours

firm in the past five years for

as chair of the StepChange

quality, and ACCA will use

went to Gillian Aitken,

‘behaviour that is not in line

Debt Charity, the UK’s largest

this as the central premise

general counsel at HMRC,

with our code of conduct,

debt advice charity. He

Sproul told the paper that
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was chair of the Financial

their money, according to

charity’s purpose or activities.

best practice, said the ONS.

Conduct Authority from

reviews of charity accounts

The commission also said it

Alex Metcalfe, ACCA head

2013 to 2018. Sir Hector

published by the Charity

had reported two auditors to

of public sector policy,

Sants stood down as chair of

Commission for England

their professional bodies.

responded: ‘The changes

StepChange last October to

and Wales. According

take over as chair of the new

to the commission, 70%

Student loans

student loans will support a

Single Financial Guidance

of trustees’ latest annual

The accounting treatment

more prudent, transparent

Body, which merges the

reports and accounts met

of student loans has been

and long-term policymaking

Money Advice Service, the

the basic benchmark of user

reclassified by the Office

approach.’ (See also AB,

Pensions Advisory Service

requirements, compared with

for National Statistics. The

October 2018, page 74.)

and Pensions Wise.

74% the year before. The

ONS has now split the total

to the ONS treatment of

main failures were the lack of

outstanding between the

Charity reporting

Public sector value

evidence that accounts had

amount expected to be

NHS trusts and local

The quality of reporting

been subject to independent

repaid and the balance that

authorities are too often

by charities is inadequate,

scrutiny by an auditor or

is likely to be written-off. The

failing to demonstrate value

with charities not doing

independent examiner, as

public sector deficit will rise

for money in their service

enough to demonstrate

required by law, and/or

by about £12bn a year as a

delivery, according to a

their public benefit or

not providing meaningful

result. The change brings the

report from the National

explain how they spend

information about their

UK in line with international

Audit Office. Auditors
have identified significant
weaknesses in an increasing

Women lag men mid-career

number of local bodies’

Recent ACCA research shows that, in the UK, it takes women pursuing an executive role in the

arrangements to secure

public sector an additional seven years to reach their goal compared to equally qualified men.

value for money, up from 170

It found that the primary divergence in economic outcomes between men and women typically

(18%) in 2015/16 to 208 (22%)

occurs mid-career (stage 2). After this point, some men enter a fast-track route and reach upper-

in 2017/18. Problems are

middle management well in advance of women.

worst among NHS bodies,
with 38% of those audited
in 2017/18 having qualified

The two-speed gender system

audits. ‘I am shocked by

Executive

the persistent, high level of

Female executives

qualified audit reports at local
Stage 3

public bodies,’ said Sir Amyas
Morse, head of the NAO.

Male executives
Upper middle
management

Auditor changes

Men plateaued

Troubled cake-maker
Patisserie Valerie has

Stage 2

replaced Grant Thornton

Women plateaued

Middle
management

as auditor, with RSM. The
Financial Reporting Council
is currently investigating
the company’s financial

Stage 1

statements, and Grant
Thornton’s audits for the
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

Source: Purpose and the profession: Social mobility and the public sector, ACCA and King’s College London

2015, 2016 and 2017 years.
PwC has replaced KPMG as
auditor of the Eddie Stobart
transport company. KPMG

10
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has resigned as auditor

performance had been hit

to Aston Martin Lagonda.

by a £2.1m impairment in

Accountancy salaries up 3.2%

The company stated:

the now abandoned Geniac

Pay rises in the accountancy sector were up by 3.2% in 2018,

‘Aston Martin Lagonda’s

platform, designed to

according to jobsite CV-Library. Average salary increases for

intention to tender its 2019

support small firms’ back

different sectors are shown below.

auditor was detailed in

office functions; portfolio

the company’s prospectus

disposals; the ending of

published in September

three large public sector

2018. The company has no

contracts; and decisions to

further comment on the

end relationships with clients

process or participants.’

the firm no longer wished to

KPMG did not respond to a

work with.

request for comment.

KPMG fines staff

Legal

Hospitality

7.6%
£33,660

7.1%
£28,850

Marketing

Customer
services

7.1%
£34,420

4.4%
£22,790

Deloitte names CEO
4.3%
£44,100

Richard Houston has been

3.9%
£31,690

KPMG has introduced a

elected as Deloitte’s new

system of fining staff who are

chief executive and senior

late in providing timesheets.

partner for North West

The Financial Times reports

Europe, including the UK.

that the fines are deducted

He will take over from David

from bonuses. KPMG told

Sproul in June, when Sproul

the paper: ‘We are aiming for

completes his maximum of

a 100% on-time completion

two four-year terms. Houston

rate and have informed all

is currently managing partner

colleagues why timesheets

for Deloitte’s North West

are important. Our partners

Europe and UK consulting

who run our individual

businesses. He became a

business areas are in charge

partner with Arthur Andersen

of making sure their teams

in 1996 before transferring to

new services, technology

of BDO International, said:

meet their responsibilities

Deloitte in 2002.

and acquisitions over

‘We will continue to invest

the next four years,’ said

in our people and in new

and in all areas and do or will

IT

Sales

3.2%
£31,970
Design

3.2%
£33,910
Accounting

2.9%
£29,880
Recruitment
Increase in pay in 2018

2.8%
£24,570
Catering
Average advertised salary

impose financial penalties

KPMG revenue up

Bill Thomas, chairman of

technologies to ensure we

for colleagues who breach

KPMG International grew its

KPMG International.

continue to meet and exceed

the policy.’

revenues by 7.1% to US$29bn

the expectations of our

in the year ending September

GT partner pay falls

BDO grows revenues

2018. Advisory revenues

BDO’s global network grew

Grant Thornton’s average

increased by 9.9%, tax by

revenues by 10.7% to US$9bn

Cities of the future

distributable pay per partner

6.3% and audit by 4.8%. Asia

in the year ending September

London has come second in

fell in the year ending June

Pacific delivered the strongest

2018. Revenues increased by

fDi’s ranking of ‘Global City of

2018 to £373,000, down from

growth in regional terms, up

17% in the Europe, Middle

the Future’. Singapore came

£407,000 the previous year.

by 8.7%, with Europe, Middle

East and Africa region, by

top and in third place was

Revenues fell by 1.8% to

East and Africa increasing

7.8% in the Americas and

Dublin, which also had the

£491m, with post-tax profits

by 7.3% and Americas by

6.6% in Asia Pacific. BDO

highest level of foreign direct

down by £5m to £70m. Dave

6.2%. Workforce increased

increased its workforce in

investment (FDI) on a per-

Dunckley, who took over

by 10,000 to 207,000. ‘KPMG

the year to 80,000 staff,

capita basis of all locations

as UK CEO in December,

is continuing with a multi-

based in 1,591 offices in 162

studied. (Read also about

admitted the results were

year global investment

countries. Wayne Berson,

megacities on page 35.)

‘below expectations’.

programme, investing more

CEO of BDO USA and

He added that financial

than US$4bn in innovative

chairman of the global board

valued clients.’

AB

Paul Gosling, journalist
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At home everywhere
Having no experience of a sector can be a good thing, says Melanie Proffitt FCCA,
ACCA Council member and CFO at Farncombe Estate; it makes you question everything

T

don’t, says Melanie Proffitt, ACCA Council

2017–present

‘ACCA has taken me into roles I had

member and CFO at Farncombe Estate.

CFO, Farncombe Estate

never imagined,’ she says. ‘It’s given me

here is a perception that to work
in a particular sector you need to

i

Proffitt is an enthusiastic advocate of

CV

the ACCA Qualification and the doors it
opens to interesting and fulfilling careers.

have prior knowledge of it, but you

the confidence to go for big jobs. Every

‘Ultimately, a profit and loss statement
is the same in every job. The nuances

2014

opportunity I’ve had has flowed from the

and challenges will be different, but the

Elected to ACCA Council

point I qualified.’

2012–17

sprang from a holiday with her uncle, a

is ‘to tell the story, to explain what the

Proffitt Consultants, serving

South Africa-based businessman. ‘I was

numbers mean. I loved puzzles when I

the healthcare sector

young at the time and I think I wanted to

The decision to train as an accountant

financial fundamentals are the same.’
She explains that the role of accountants

be a travel agent, but I met my cousin’s

was a child and I still do. I see accounting
as similar: it’s gathering all the pieces of

2008–12

friend who was an accountant, and she

information and putting them together to

Commercial then general

talked to me about her job and provided

form a picture that people can understand.’

manager, Spire Healthcare

the insipriation to think differently. My uncle
said, “You’re good at maths, so why not?”’

This is more than a theory – Proffitt is
living proof of how effective it can be in

2005–08

After working as a trainee accountant and

operation. Her career since qualifying

Finance and commercial

then assistant to a management accountant

has taken in heavy engineering, high-

director, Marpak

at a sizeable manufacturing company in
Leicester, Proffitt qualified in 1997 while she

performance automotive, speciality paper
packaging, healthcare and now luxury

1998–2005

was still at Cosworth, before moving to the

hotels. ‘You can generally learn what you

Variety of roles at

speciality packaging company Field Group.

need to learn from the business, but you

Field Group (obtained

always trust that, as a qualified accountant,

MBA in 2005)

‘Sometimes you need an advocate to
encourage and support you in getting
to the next step of your career and,

you are bringing in a level of expertise that

1994–98

fortunately, the MD at Field Group was

Senior management

a big supporter of mine,’ she says. She

No prior assumptions

accountant, Cosworth

became a divisional FD before the age

In fact, Proffitt believes that having no

(qualified as ACCA in 1997)

of 30, was sent on secondment to gain

will add value to the business,’ she says.

experience of an industry can be a positive.
‘When I moved to the healthcare sector,

commercial experience, and at the same
time the company sponsored her MBA.

people liked the fact that I challenged everything,’ she recalls.

‘I would encourage anyone to do it – it was a fantastic

‘I came with no expectations of how things should be done.

learning experience and helps you become a more rounded

If you have no experience of a business, you have a very

finance professional.’

different lens compared to everyone else.’
She self-deprecatingly tells of her experience at Cosworth,

12

Lessons in ethics

the manufacturer of high-performance engines for racing

After three years with another privately owned packaging

cars, where she was a newly qualified senior management

company, she switched sectors to join Spire Healthcare

accountant in the 1990s. ‘I knew absolutely nothing about cars.

as finance and commercial manager at Leicester Hospital,

One of the engineers was talking about Jackie Stewart, the

before being appointed general manager of the company’s

legendary Formula One driver, and I had to ask who he was.’

London Fertility Centre in Harley Street, with a remit to
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‘When I moved
to the healthcare
sector, people
liked the fact
that I challenged
everything’
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i

work began in 2012 to refurbish buildings on the estate to

Tips

create three luxury hotels: the 38-bedroom Dormy House
Hotel & Spa, which opened in June 2013; the eight-bedroom

*

‘As Abraham Lincoln said, the best way to predict the

Foxhill Manor, which can be hired for exclusive use; and the

future is to create it. Say yes to every opportunity.’

Fish Hotel, a 63-bedroom hotel and restaurant converted from

*

‘No job has a box around it. You can put your own mark

*

‘I’ve always gone out and talked to people. People

have been transformed by a multi-million pound investment

within the business often know the issues they are facing,

and now have a luxurious and relaxed feel, with Scandinavian-

but with an outside lens you can help find the solutions.’

inspired interiors and every detail thought through (including

buildings that previously formed a conference centre.
The huge range of buildings on the estate – Dormy House
used to be a 17th-century farmhouse, and Foxhill Manor is a

on it, so add to it what you want to do.’

Grade II-listed Arts and Crafts country house built in 1909 –

a warm outdoor bath for muddy dogs and number-plate

i

recognition at each gate). Each of the hotels is positioned

Basics

differently, from the affordable but stylish Fish to luxurious
Foxhill, where rooms start at £600 a night, and the press have

£11.9m

flagged past guests as including Lady Gaga and U2.

Farncombe Estate turnover in the 2017 financial year

In the few years the hotels have been open they have
amassed awards and a loyal following. ‘Our occupancy rate is

275

around 90%, which is excellent for the sector – the average is

Number of employees

77%,’ says Proffitt. ‘We have created a strong brand that sells
itself, so our reliance on travel agents has been reducing.’

£28.41m

One of the biggest challenges is finding good staff,

Net assets on the 400-acre estate in 2017, which includes

especially chefs. ‘Labour management is very important:

three luxury hotels: Dormy House Hotel & Spa, Foxhill

payroll is half of our costs, and the rising cost of employment

Manor, and the Fish Hotel

has put our margins under pressure,’ says Proffitt. ‘Many of
our staff live on the estate, and we
try to attract the right people with
enhanced benefits.’

integrate the new acquisition into
the group and turn around what was
an underperforming business. She
rates it as the biggest challenge of
her career so far. ‘Fertility is the only
area of medicine that’s regulated by
an act of parliament. It was scary but
fascinating, and I learned a lot about
ethics,’ she says.
After 10 years in healthcare, the
decision to take up her present
role as CFO of Farncombe Estate

‘Hoteliers have spent
years perfecting
the fresh-bed
feel. Then Airbnb
comes along and
suddenly everyone
is happy to sleep in
a stranger’s bed’

It is a significant business – the
estate employs 275 people –
but primarily a family one. The
conversion of the estate’s many
buildings into a hospitality business
is not only creating an attractive
enterprise but also preserving and
enhancing the value of the estate
as a whole. There are several more
houses and buildings on the estate,
currently used as offices, that could
be converted in the future.

(she is also acting CEO currently),
which runs three luxury hotels in
the Cotswolds, did not seem a huge sector leap. ‘There are

All change

similarities between hospitals and hotels,’ she points out. ‘I’m

Proffitt was hired to manage the ongoing change programme.

dealing in expectations, which were high at the fertility clinic,

While each of the hotels is operationally profitable (turnover

and they are high here too.’

is around £12m a year), there are sizeable estate overheads to

The 400-acre estate has been privately owned by the same

14

consider and many systems needed updating. ‘Overhauling

family for over 40 years. It was originally a residential training

the technology and systems here is an important project,’

school and headquarters for a global security company, but

she says. ‘We are putting in a property management system
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to integrate the whole estate, so there will be a single guest

to take an active role in ACCA itself, although this was less

record for your stay, for example, and you can check out at

meticulously planned. ‘I was attending local ACCA events,

your last point of contact, wherever that may be on the estate.’

and someone suggested I join the regional panel, so I did.’

Technology, she adds, is transforming the hospitality sector,

Within a year she was elected president of the panel. ‘I really

so the focus at Farncombe is on using it to enhance the

enjoyed it, and then people started suggesting that I should

brand and customer experience. ‘Customer expectations

get involved in Council,’ she says. She was elected to Council

have certainly changed, but I don’t feel technology can totally

in 2014, and also sits on ACCA’s resource oversight and

replace good customer service and that personal touch you

remuneration committees.

get from directly engaging with your guest, something very

‘Fitting it in is a challenge – I’m always busy – but if you are

much at the heart of Farncombe’s guest-centric culture. But

passionate and motivated about what you are doing, you can

technology does help us understand guests’ preferences

always do more,’ she says. ‘And I’ve definitely got out of it as

better. And preferences change: hoteliers have spent years

much as I’ve put in: you are playing your part in shaping the

perfecting the fresh-bed feel – that feeling you get that you’re

profession, while also networking with students, members

the first person to sleep in a room. Then Airbnb comes along

and learning providers. I see myself as a custodian of the

and suddenly everyone is happy to sleep in a stranger’s bed.’

qualification. It has made a real difference to my life and I

Proffitt’s appreciation of the career that ACCA has given

really value it.’

AB

her, combined with an infectious interest in the people
around her (‘I’m definitely a people person’) has also led her

Liz Fisher, journalist
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The view from
Michaela Johns FCCA, director, HWB Chartered
Accountants and primary school governor

new enforcement
powers in 2018.

I participated in the Young

I am proud of the fact I

Enterprise scheme at

became a director aged

school where one of our

30. Sitting around the

advisers was an accountant

boardroom table discussing

in industry who made the

our practice’s future allows

role seem so interesting.

you to see things from a

A local practice then

client’s perspective. I have

advised me to complete

of global audit
regulators were given

also taken on responsibility

Source: IFIAR

my A-Levels, taking me on aged 18

for marketing, ensuring existing clients

Box headline expansion
CogitalGroup

and putting me through the ACCA

understand the full range of services we

Voluptas eum, has
CogitalGroup
ipis reported
mincte ped
global
quis

Qualification. I qualified in 1994, in the

offer and aiming to attract new clients

accullorest,
revenues
of sintecta
£453m in
velest
the 2018
laboryear.
rereiciis
The

middle of a recession. With hindsight,

by targeting organisations within a 45-

quos dollautetur?
business
was launched
Qui nam,
in December
volor

I felt I had made the best decision as I

mile radius of our Hampshire base.

sunt adi
2016
andberit
made
vene
13 acquisitions
pro quae commos
last

watched friends come out of university
and struggle to find employment.

quaspit,
year,
including
si omniWilkins
lorem ipsum.
Kennedy,
I put something back into my

Boxout crosshead:
Hazlems
Fenton and
doluptur,
Westleton
sequamust

community by volunteering as a

magni bera
Drake.
Its other
coribusdam
brands include
et re nobist
Blickla

At HWB many of our clients are family

primary school governor and as a

dolore con reBaldwins
Rothenberg,
volorer spercit
and Scottish
autem as
firm

businesses, large and small. I find it

trustee of our village sports centre. I

rerum volutDallas.
Campbell
volorun.
The group now has

rewarding working with the different

dedicate seven to 10 hours a month to

Boxout
6,000
people
crosshead:
working
moditat
in 177urehend
offices,

generations and seeing children grow

this and enjoy putting my professional

isciae.
with
half
Gitae
of turnover
magnima
based
ximporr
in the UK

into business owners.

skills to good use for two causes close

undenimilit
and
half in Scandinavia.
prem culpa dolore
Executive
prae

to my heart. When a client asked me

estrum rerem
chairman
Johnaborrup
Connolly
turiantion
commented:
culpa

Technology should bring efficiencies.

to be an executor of their will it was a

doluptusrapidly
‘Having
lorem expanded
ipsum dolor
through
sit amet.

While many see it as a challenge, once

sharp intake of breath moment! I was

strategic acquisitions within the UK and

they understand it they embrace it.

very proud to be asked.

Nordic
markets, our clear focus is on
Box headline

grasp on the numbers and it allows

Looking to the future, I am focused

continued
organic
growth ped
and quis
selected,
Voluptas eum,
ipis mincte
smart M&A.’sintecta velest labor rereiciis
accullorest,

them to make more informed decisions.

on bringing through the firm’s next

quos dollautetur? Qui nam, volor

Decision-makers then have a firmer

management team. As directors it’s

sunt adi berit
vene pro
quae commos
Firms
report
growth

important we get younger talent ready

quaspit, siSmith
omnoditat
urehend
isciae.
Kingston
reported
revenue
Gitae magnima
undenimilit
growth
of 13.4%ximporr
in the year
ending

to assume more responsibility. I help
them develop beyond the technical

I find it rewarding
working with
the different
generations and
seeing children
grow into business
owners

aspects and become advisers with
strong client relationship skills and

prem culpa
dolore
prae also
estrum
rerem
April,
to £51.7m.
Profits
increased
aborrup
doluptus.
by
13.4%.turiantion
Scottish culpa
firm Johnston

strategic commercial awareness.

Ur, nihitiis mollaut
rerum
core
Carmichael
reported
4% atum,
revenue
saerae cus
aut queinpos
exerepe
growth
to £45.5m
theex
year
ending

The ACCA Qualification has provided

rroviducias
es venet
odit,£12.2m
simporum
May.
Net profit
fell from
to
dolo el eaquidis
corro
blatios quiin
£11.8m,
after heavy
investment

a firm foundation. I love the flexibility
and balance between the analytical
and logical skills, combined with the
strategic and management skills the
qualification fosters.

volupta quique
dit &
estemperum
technology.
Smith
Williamson
doluptas et,
vollam
re quegrowth
sus eum hit
reported
annual
revenue
aut3.6%
occusaecus
essi
et lorem
of
to £135m
in omnihiciis
the half year
ipsum dolor
sit amet
ending
October
2018.nunc.
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Beauty in simplicity
An overhaul of International Standards on Auditing would
benefit smaller entities, a recent ACCA report argues
No one reads accounting or

could, and should, be more accessible

auditing standards for fun, but is it

and understandable.

strictly necessary for so much of the

20

The report focuses specifically on the

technical literature surrounding the

application of International Standards

profession to be almost impenetrable?

on Auditing (ISAs) to smaller entities.

Professional rules and regulations

The view that ISAs can be burdensome

are, by their nature, complex, but a

when applied to the audits of some

new ACCA report argues that they

smaller and less complex entities is not
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new; for years practitioners have argued

all existing standards in this format,

drafting and redrafting standards as they

that ISAs are difficult to apply to some

although it concedes that this may

are reviewed in working group sessions

companies and require procedures that

seem impractical given the IAASB’s

and board meetings. ‘It may take time

are often unnecessary. But this report,

current constraints.

for the board to become accustomed

Thinking small first: towards better

The IAASB itself has previously worked

to a methodology that is, initially, more

auditing standards for the audits of

to simplify its standards. In 2004 it began

conceptual and may depend less upon

less complex entities, goes further in

a comprehensive project to revise and

detailed drafting,’ says the report, but

suggesting a solution that, it argues,

reformat all its existing ISAs, in response

may also make standard setting more

would benefit all auditors, regulators

to complaints that they were too

efficient in the long run.

and the general public.

complex. Known as the Clarity Project,

The report adds that ‘while there

the work resulted in a separation of the

may be some temporary issues while

attempted over the years to simplify

requirements of ISAs from application

transitioning towards this new way of

ISAs and address the cost/benefit issue

material and took several years to

working, the benefits for users and for

for smaller companies. In general,

complete. More recently, the IAASB has

the public interest make this a price

proposed solutions have taken one of

been gathering views from practitioners

worth paying.’ It points to the ‘key

two routes: allowing audit exemptions

in order to better understand the areas

concepts’ sections of the revised ISA

for smaller companies; or developing

that concern the auditors of SMEs;

315 issued in 2018 as evidence: this

a separate, simplified set of standards

this feedback will be used to guide its

section is written in simpler English that

for small, non-complex entities. The

future direction.

is much more accessible to users and

A number of initiatives have been

problem with both approaches is that

allows them to understand the overall

they create a ‘two-tier’ view of the

flow of the rest of the standard more

audit process, which can impact public
confidence in the rigour of audit.
ACCA’s position, and that of many
others, is that audit should be scalable –
a single product that can be applied to
all types of entity. An audit, as the report
puts it, should be an audit.

Simpler structure
So, the report suggests an alternative.
Instead of exemption or separate

Existing support
processes for
high-quality
implementation
could be
folded into the
standard-setting
process itself

quickly. ‘ACCA believes that, with the
right support, the IAASB could move
towards drafting all of its standards in
similar language.’
The benefits of the proposal,
concludes the report, are clear: ‘Simpler
language and a simpler structure would
benefit all auditors, as they would be
able to understand auditing standards
more easily, and could identify more
quickly the requirements that apply
to their specific situation.’ There are

auditing standards, it proposes that

wider benefits, too, for audit regulators

auditing standards should be written
The report recognises that rewriting

and for the public understanding

structure, for all audits. This would

all auditing standards is a major project

of audit: ‘Publicly, there is a lot of

require the International Auditing and

that will take time and which may

suspicion about whether auditors are

Assurance Standards Board (IAASB)

lengthen development. It suggests that

fulfilling their responsibilities under

to put in place a process to write any

some of the existing support processes

auditing standards. The structure and

new standards (the report argues that

for high-quality implementation of ISAs

complex language of the standards

applying the proposal prospectively

could be folded into the standard-

can make them difficult for lay users

rather than retrospectively would make it

setting process itself. ‘For example,’

to understand.’

more manageable) in simpler language,

it says, ‘some of the thinking about

with a structure that accommodates the

workflow and scalability could be

to understand will make the audit

needs of auditors of smaller and less

brought forward and communicated

process more accessible to a wider

complex entities, starting with the most

within standards.’

range of users – and that has to be a

using simpler language and a simpler

basic requirements and building up.

It also suggests that more of the

In the medium term, the report adds,

drafting be carried out by specialist

the IAASB could commit to rewriting

teams. The current approach relies on

Simpler standards that are easier

good thing.

AB

Liz Fisher, journalist
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Stress-test to survive
With change accelerating at every level, strategic planning is something that smaller
firms need to do just as much as the mid-tier and Big Four, says Keith Underwood
One of the main priorities for

changes are coming down the line.

expectation are significantly changing,

Almost all clients now have requirements

term is HMRC’s Making Tax Digital

practices need at the very least to

and aspirations that will require their

(MTD) initiative (despite a recent

consider organising a strategy day to

advisers to broaden their service

stay of execution over the MTD

think about what is over the horizon and

offering. Both the direction of travel

programme for business as HMRC

realign their business model accordingly.

and the pace of change require sober

prioritises Brexit). Broader software

Developments in telecoms and data

evaluation and review. It is important

developments, artificial intelligence

storage, along with shifting staff and

to stress-test your practice to ensure

and talent development are typically

client expectations, are happening

that it is fit and flexible enough to take

seen as commentary, and aren’t

so rapidly that tools and services are

on board the changes to servicing

necessarily evaluated for their effect

being adapted, overtaken and replaced

and staff satisfaction that will impact

on the business. And while bigger firms

over ever shorter timescales. The pace

all companies in the period from, say,

often take a more rigorous approach,

of change is such that products have

2020 to 2025.

drawing up a management document

shorter windows of opportunity for

or strategic plan to cover their

development, launch, sale and profit-

Identifying change

investment in recruitment strategy,

creation before they are superseded.

With a little analysis it is possible to

digitisation and a focused service, by
no means all do.

22

Yet in a world where technology and

many smaller firms over the short

Most small practitioners concentrate
on the short term, but significant

flag up some of the issues for your
practice that are going to change at an
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*

accelerated rate, and for which you have

case as to how the outcome trends

to be prepared to remodel your business

can be explained, you still need

if it is to stay relevant:

to look forward and overlay future

than has been the norm. Flexible

*

Check your staff turnover at, say,

considerations on the historic trends

working will become the rule.

three levels – work out the change

you identify – for example:

Management will have to delegate

in the rate of that turnover over the

*

IT and digitisation. The pace of

responsibility, and structured quality

change will rise significantly. Early

controls will need to be embedded

Pick out your productive clients with

adopters will capture potential

in workflow and monitored remotely.

annual fees above £2,000, and log

improvements in profitability, with

client gains and client losses year by

digitised services also allowing

year over the past five years or so.

pricing structure to change. Do

members and directors are likely

The significance here is to identify if

not treat this as merely an internal

to be challenged unless there is

you are taking on and capturing new

change, as many of the features

investment in the business and a

fees of significant size to generate

of digitisation will be external

change in client approach. Larger

advisory business, or are losing

to your organisation and have a

firms can experiment with change

larger fees through natural causes

client impact. Clients will expect

by, for example, developing business

past five years or so.

*

Management. The profit shares
currently enjoyed by partners,

units focused on a particular kind

and replacing them with smaller fees

of service and delivery. Sub-£20m

Do not treat
digitisation as
merely an internal
change, as many
of its features will
be external to your
firm and have a
client impact

Review the office space your
practice occupied in 2013 compared
with 2018. For most firms, paperless
technologies, hotdesking and homeworking have cut the square footage
requirement, and brought down the
office costs incurred per £1 fee.

*

expect a better work-life balance

– ie sales, competition, retirement –
that do not generate advisory work.

*

*

Human resources. Millennials will

Do some simple fee-banding
comparisons – look carefully at what
your top 20 clients represented as a
percentage of total fees in 2013 and

firms will need to make a larger
percentage investment, will not
necessarily be able to experiment,
and will not have the flexibility of the
larger firms. They will, though, have
to make key decisions if they are
going to survive into the 2020s with
a modern and effective business that
offers services valued by the market.

A new profile
A stress test evaluating the sort of

what they contributed in 2018.

aspects listed above may significantly

These are a few examples of the

high levels of digitisation and an

change the profile of the practice.

elements of your business that are

enhanced customer experience.

Redressing adverse financial trends

Talent development. Practices’

may require management resource and

historic pyramid structure is being

investment in new services or marketing.

broken down. The modern recruiting

All these elements can be modelled and

approach is to shape qualified

tested before implementation.

probably undergoing change. You may
already have some under review, but
others may not have been monitored.
What you are trying to do is identify

*

hidden trends and then see whether

individuals, who can then take up

they can be extrapolated downwards

senior positions in three, four or five

by adapting and evolving, but it is

or upwards over the next four to five

years’ time and keep the day-to-day

inherently inflexible and conservative.

years. You want to make sure your

work ticking over. This, though, is not

Stress-testing for the next five years

practice is prepared and flexible enough

necessarily the best route to finding

may drive change or, depending on

to manage those changes, which in

talent to service a firm’s business

the age of the proprietors, may lead

the main are going to be external

in, say, five years’ time. By 2025,

to a decision to merge or sell, with

parameters and possibly outside the

millennials will be the significant

the resulting larger firm taking on the

management experience of your firm.

part of the accountancy workforce,

change challenge.

You may think these are superficial

The traditional practice has survived

AB

perfectly capable of adapting to

indicators. But whether or not there

the latest software, and impatient of

Keith Underwood is managing director

are extenuating reasons in each

legacy systems and structures.

of Foulger Underwood Associates.
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Crime fighters
It may feel like a betrayal of client trust, but accountants are legally obliged to report
all suspicious activity, even for low-value transactions, as Steve Giles explains
Accountants should be familiar with

The money laundering threat

The UK’s second national risk

the 2017 money laundering regulations,

accountants. It is recognised today

which build on the previous AML regime.

and terrorist financing in 2017

that the risk is broader than just

One new requirement is that every firm

confirms the grading of the

disguising the origin of cash from

must carry out and document a ‘whole-

the illegal drugs trade; new laws and

firm’ risk assessment. Accountants must

regulations target beneficial ownership

have in place systems and controls

and tax evasion.

(including training) capable of:

The UK authorities highlight threats
to national security from large quantities
of criminal funds being laundered
through high-end property deals and
the use of sophisticated corporate
structures. This broader lens still

CPD

*

landscape is changing, not least for

*
*
*
*
*

assessing risk
performing client due diligence
monitoring existing clients
keeping appropriate records
reporting suspicious activities
both internally (to a nominated

includes bankers, but it brings the

officer) and externally (by the

role of other professionals, including

nominated officer to the

accountants, into sharp focus.
Accountancy bodies continue to

assessment of money laundering

National Crime Agency).
To date, the authorities have

promote best practice on anti-money

focused on SARs, which

laundering (AML). For example, the

provide crucial intelligence

CCAB (Consultative Committee of

for the disruption of

Accountancy Bodies), an umbrella group

criminal activity. Analysis

for professional associations, offers

of the SARs submitted in

accountants guidance on meeting their

2013 uncovered a surprise

obligations under UK law to prevent,

– less than 2% of more

recognise and report money laundering;

than 315,000 reports were

and ACCA issues sample AML policies

from accountants (lawyers

and procedures. Both provide AML

submitted even fewer). This

refresher and update training.

low level of reporting seems
counter-intuitive and raises

Obligations

concerns that accountants

To begin with, accountants need to

might – wittingly or unwittingly

understand their legal AML obligations,

– be acting as enablers of

which include identifying suspicious

criminal activity.

activity and submitting suspicious

The authorities responded as

activity reports (SARs). Accountancy

follows:

service providers are key gatekeepers

*

for the UK’s financial system. As such,

24

The serious and organised crime
strategy 2013 states: ‘Organised

they are subject to AML regulations

criminals very often depend on the

and have a significant role to play in

assistance of corrupt, complicit or

ensuring their expertise and services are

negligent professionals, notably

not used to further criminal activities.

lawyers, accountants and bankers.’
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*

first assessment (made in 2015)

and estate agents are too often

a high net-worth individual with a

that accounting services are

woven into their web.’

prominent media profile. Another

at high risk of exploitation for

Despite these warnings and the

said two of his clients had business

money laundering.

government’s Flag It Up campaign, little

interests in high-risk jurisdictions – the

Government minister Ben

has changed. Analysis of the 463,938

only transactions he handles outside

Wallace said of organised

SARs submitted between April 2017 and

the UK. Each is now considering letting

criminals in 2018: ‘They

March 2018 shows that only 5,140 came

those clients go – the fee income is not

employ facilitators to give

from accountants and tax advisers –

proportionate to the risk.

them a veil of legitimacy and

1.1% of the total. However, as AB went

Comments to me by members

to allow them to enjoy their

to press, the home secretary Sajid Javid

doing training help explain the low

wealth. Lawyers, accountants

announced a commitment of £3.5m to

level of reporting. Trust seems to be

reform the SARs regime.

an obstacle. Some view reporting
clients (especially those they know

Training lessons

well) as a betrayal, particularly if

I have set out below some

the suspicious activities are of low

observations and recommendations

monetary value. Practitioners also say

arising from AML training sessions

that HMRC is sometimes already aware

I have run on behalf of ACCA for

of a suspect transaction, so they do not

members. During these sessions,

submit an SAR because it would serve

I put AML in its proper business

no purpose.

context of risk and controls. Once risk

Reasoning in these ways is
dangerous, exposing accountants

can be put in place to manage it.

to the risk of reputational damage,

The identification and reporting
of suspicious activities is an
essential detective control.
Developing an appropriate

CPD

is understood, proportionate controls

fines and even prison. However
small a transaction, it is not exempt
from the UK’s money laundering
requirements. Failure by an accountant

risk-based approach gives

to disclose knowledge or suspicion

practitioners greater

is itself a money laundering offence.

assurance around AML

Accountants work in the public interest,

compliance and adds value

and must act with integrity and uphold

to their businesses.

the law at all times – otherwise public
trust is eroded.

There are some
encouraging signs. Three

My advice to accountants looking

years ago, some accountants

to navigate the money laundering

did not seem committed

landscape is straightforward:

to full AML compliance –

understand risk in your business,

for instance, whole-firm risk

submit SARs whenever you have

assessments were far from
universal. But things seem to me

knowledge or suspicion, and remain
vigilant – always.

AB

to have changed; the questions
are different, and there is less

Steve Giles is a consultant, lecturer and

reason for concern. This is important,

author specialising in governance, risk

as documented assessments are a

and compliance.

regulatory requirement.
There is also greater focus on
outliers in business models. One
practitioner told me he runs a lowrisk business apart from one client,

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
accaglobal.com/abcpd.
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Are you MTD-ready?
Accountants and Bookkeepers: the Making

why – as well as working very closely with

especially smaller firms, have found the

approaching. MTD is the government’s

with accountants to understand how we

particular, those firms that have not yet

Tax Digital for VAT (MTD) deadline is fast

initiative to modernise HMRC’s tax system
and launches in April 2019. There are

exemptions, but most UK business will be
affected at some point in the future.
Businesses with turnover above

£85,000, need to start planning for digital
tax now. And who will they turn to? You.

We know that accounting professionals

need support to deal with MTD, which is

UK_advertorial_QB_2.indd 2

HMRC – we have spent months consulting
can best provide that support.

In truth, I have had many conversations

with accountancy firms that think they

implementation timetable a challenge. In
migrated their systems to the Cloud are
facing real difficulties.

QuickBooks provides all the tools

don’t have to take action. Those firms that

and support that you’ll need to

new clients, and those that failed to

for MTD. These new tools will help you

are ready and compliant are now winning
prepare are losing business.

Most accounting firms need help

to be compliant with MTD and many,

get your business and clients ready
provide a seamless and stress-free

experience for your clients, and get you

MTD-ready in no time.

15/01/2019 13:12

EASY FOR YOUR PRACTICE

Being ready for MTD means more than

choosing the right software. Here are all

tools that will help grow your client base

and position your practice as MTD-ready.
The easy-to-use campaign builder

Accountant users have access to HMRC’s
MTD for VAT pilot.

the ways that QuickBooks is supporting

gives you ready-made, co-branded

THE BIGGER PICTURE

Making Tax Easy.

in minutes. We’re excited about this new

beyond April. Most firms are looking very

your journey during your 5 steps to

1. EASY EDUCATION

To best support your clients through their

MTD journey, it’s crucial that your practice
is confident using the software. That’s

why we offer free classroom and online

marketing campaigns that can be set up
tool, as it allows you to quickly and easily

communicate with your existing clients as
well as position yourself as a trusted MTD
advisor if you are looking to grow your
practice.

It is essential to look at the bigger picture,
short-term. They need to consider how

digital tax will help build their practices

and start asking questions like, what does
moving our data onto the Cloud mean for

us? Do we want to be fully in the Cloud in

three years? How do we measure success?

training to become a QuickBooks-certified

4. EASY TRANSITION

launched our MTD training where you

in QuickBooks, using our new CSV import

accountancy firms to move towards

transferring sales and purchase invoice

based on knowledge of what their clients

accountant. In addition, we have recently
can enhance your MTD knowledge with

QuickBooks’ 45-minute self-study video.

Once you pass the short test that follows,
you will unlock assets for you to promote

and market the fact that your business is
now ‘MTD ready with QuickBooks’.

2. EASY SEGMENTATION

A key challenge that many accountants
face in getting ready for MTD is

understanding who exactly will be affected
and then putting together a plan to move
them to the Cloud.

QuickBooks’ Client Analysis Tool (CAT)

helps practices know which clients to focus
on. This tool makes it easy to understand,
identify and segment your customer base
so you can confidently identify the right

time to move their business to the Cloud, in
a strategic and methodical way. Whether

that’s via the year-end-date, VAT threshold,
software or bank, the CAT tool will show

you which clients need to start preparing

It’s easier than ever to set up your clients
option, which speeds up the process of
data from spreadsheets.

MTD will generate accelerated client

with the added stress of MTD on the

horizon. With our new ‘My Marketing Portal’,
you can unlock automated marketing and

UK_advertorial_QB_2.indd 3

I’m genuinely excited about Making

opportunity rather than a threat will thrive,

change management tools to help with the

challenges involved, including on-boarding
and UK-based phone support.

5. EASY SUBMISSION

Firms that are not yet storing data on the

Cloud need an interim solution that makes

well. Those accountants who see it as an
as MTD will bring about a transition to

digital accounting practices that is both
inevitable and positive.

For more information, visit
quickbooks.co.uk/mtd

them compliant for MTD. For this reason,

Alex Davis is a Business Development

enables firms to continue to use Excel,

Tax Digital lead.

we are offering bridging software that
with VAT returns submitted through

Manager with QuickBooks and its Making

QuickBooks. It’s designed to help
more of your clients comply

with MTD for VAT and simplify
the process.

The second situation where

with highly complex VAT situations,

business can be challenging – especially

are doing and how they are doing it.

support with this, we offer end-to-end

those firms that are MTD-ready. To

the entire migration journey.

Finding the time to market and build your

providing high-quality business advice,

Tax Digital and accountants should be as

bridging software is needed is for

3. EASY COMMUNICATION

More effective use of data will enable

churn over the next few months, benefitting

for MTD. We also have a UK-based Service
Delivery team who will support you through

What advisory work should we offer?

that small percentage of businesses
where computations need to take

place outside of the software. These
include businesses using margin
schemes, or partial exemption

schemes, or a base currency that is
not sterling.

Additionally, all QuickBooks Online

15/01/2019 13:12

Three little words
Emotional intelligence is as much of a must-have in the professional accountant’s
skillset as technical, financial expertise, says Robert Stenhouse

In an increasingly
technology-led
future, sustainable
advantage will
not come from
competing with
machines

come from competing with machines. It
is more likely to come from developing
our EQ and enhancing the skills and
competencies inherent in our humanity
– such as influencing, empathy and
perspective-taking.
The good news, for both you and me,
is that EQ can be learnt. This and many
other insights are in one of our latest
publications Emotional quotient in a
digital age. You can also take ACCA’s EQ
test online at bit.ly/ACCA-EQ-test.
This is the first president’s column I

how the other person is feeling, but also

have written since the turn of the year,

enables you to benchmark your own

keen to know how our members and

and the most important thing I want to

emotional state. These are the building

students feel about ACCA. I encourage

do in it is ask ‘how are you?’

blocks of your emotional quotient (EQ).

you to give us any feedback you can –

I have made a New Year’s resolution

the easiest way is by taking part in our

to improve my small talk. When we

this month’s issue about emotional

are in a rush and heavily focused on

intelligence (‘Emotionally charged’, page

getting the job done, it is very easy to

36), because human interaction and

Robert Stenhouse is a director,

skip the pleasantries and get straight

relationships are crucial to our profession

national accounting and audit,

down to business. In the short term,

and to our own personal development.

at Deloitte in the UK.

this behaviour may seem effective, but I

Unfortunately, and perhaps unfairly, the

have come to realise that, in the longer

accounting profession has traditionally

term, it demonstrates an acute lack of

had a reputation of being all about the

emotional intelligence on my part.

numbers rather than the people.

Asking ‘how are you?’ not only
provides basic information to assess

28

It is great to see the article in

More generally, we are always very

In an increasingly technology-led
future, sustainable advantage will not

regular customer satisfaction surveys.

AB

More information
Read about how EQ sets us apart
from the robots and how it could
become the human superpower of
the digital age, at accaglobal.com/eq.
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Keep your distance
The regulator doing the audit job itself will not get it done properly, says Jane Fuller.
It should get on with its proper role of encouragement and punishment instead
Any outsider looking at the UK

against management pulling the wool

audit market would probably come

over their eyes.
Kingman rightly emphasises that the

to the same conclusion as Sir John
Kingman in his letter to Greg Clark,

directors of the company bear primary

secretary of state for Business,

responsibility for producing true and fair

Energy and Industrial Strategy, on

accounts, and proposes an enforcement

auditor appointment: ‘We do not see

regime to hold them all to account. So

anything like enough scepticism and

why not give audit committees another

independent challenge from auditors...

chance to up their game?
It was clear to me, as a participant

This is not surprising when auditors’

in the first project run by the FRC’s

incentives are, at best, blunted.’
Alongside his 2018 review of the

embryonic ‘audit lab’, that there was

Financial Reporting Council (FRC),

much more the regulator could do

Kingman was asked to consider whether

to encourage a robust relationship

there was a case for a fundamental

between the audit committee and the

change in who appoints the auditor. His

auditor, without doing the job itself.

answer, in short, was yes. He outlined

My heart sinks at the CMA’s proposals

a ‘world-first experiment’ that would

for detailed regulatory scrutiny of audit

entail auditors being appointed by an

committees during the appointment

independent body under the umbrella

process and via reporting requirements.

of an Audit, Reporting and Governance

My main objection is that if the

Authority (Arga) that he suggested

regulator appoints the auditor, or

should replace the FRC.

endorses it via heavy monitoring, then

Users of accounts would be heavily

it will be less inclined to see fault with

involved in the governance of the

the auditor’s ensuing performance. It

new auditor appointing body. But

should keep a distance and exercise the

Kingman ruefully acknowledged that

full range of incentives and sanctions it

the investment community’s lack of

will have to tackle inadequate corporate

enthusiasm for the idea made it a non-

reporting and auditing.

starter, at least for the time being.

The saddest point is the assumption

What both Kingman and the

that regulators are better placed to

Competition and Markets Authority
have overlooked, amid the angst over
corporate failures such as Carillion, is
that there is plenty of scope for boards’
audit committees to do a better job
of audit oversight. Arga’s role should
be to prompt them to do this, and
investors should use their influence
and votes to ensure that their stewards
seek a challenging audit. After all, nonexecutive directors also need to guard

avert business failures than those who

My heart sinks
at the CMA’s
proposals for
detailed regulatory
scrutiny of auditor
appointment
processes

run the company or audit its accounts
– seen as part of an overpaid and
uncaring class. It is yet another sign that
a few bad apples have spoilt capitalism
for the rest of us.

AB

Jane Fuller is a fellow of CFA
UK and serves on the Audit and
Assurance Council of the Financial
Reporting Council.
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Living by numbers
Professional accountancy is not for wimps. Drawing on her many years
of experience, Alison Thomas offers some light-hearted advice

Q

Q

that don’t improve the understanding

work out a way to use technology to

of performance and are onerous for

make accounting more interesting?

Have any IASB members ever
worked at SMEs? We’re inundated

with complex changes in accounting

companies and their accountants to
implement. I’m fed up trying to make
sense of accounts that are full of

headset for Christmas. You can

play some amazing games. Couldn’t we

A

Quantitative analysts
Watch professional investor John
Kattar on why ‘quants’ count, at
accaglobal.com/AB-Kattar12.

What do you have in mind?

growth mindset is also critical in an era

Investors walking through

of constant change.

the labyrinth of pension notes? Or

And then there’s self-knowledge –

paddling in streams of cashflow? I’m

ie understanding what motivates your

As a reader of accounts rather

a technophobe, but I’m sure there are

own actions – a quest that poses its own

than a preparer, I value many

some interesting things you could do to

challenges. Are people aware they’re

of the disclosures that have crept in

help visualise financial performance. If

not self-aware? This is where feedback

over time. But I do think disclosures

you any have suggestions, write in.

from others kicks in. Being emotionally

gibberish. Am I alone?

A

could be made more useful (see also

I can see a role for VR in broader

simplifying auditing standards, on page

corporate communication. Think of the

18). Too many areas skirt around obvious

fun of virtual plant tours – particularly

questions that readers might have.

if facilities are in remote locations.

And I agree there’s a dash of gibberish

But before getting carried away with

in there too – don’t get me started on

digital wizardry, don’t forget that such

deferred tax. So while the long-term

tours are useful only if the viewer feels

trend has been positive, I agree there is

confident they’re seeing the real thing.

still plenty of room for improvement.

Imagine the kerfuffle the first time a

But as you point out, user experience

company raises money based on some

intelligent enough to listen to that
feedback, though, is another matter.

Q

My colleague works out every
lunchtime but never showers

afterwards. How can I tell her nicely
she gives Stilton a run for its money?

A

Poor personal hygiene quickly
becomes a serious liability. I once

worked with a man who thought it

is just one side of the equation.

non-existent computer-generated gold

appropriate to hang his sweat-infused

From a cost-benefit perspective, are

mine. Assuring digital images could be

sportswear on the radiator next to my

IFRS Standards overkill for smaller

a whole new line of business.

desk. So to anyone reading this who

companies? In its quest to create
near-perfect standards, has the IASB
unintentionally created a monster that
only the giants can afford to tackle?
Business is increasingly complex, and
accounting needs to be able to handle
this complexity. Whether the IASB

Q
A

thinks their colleagues are fine with the
You wrote previously about the
need for emotional intelligence.

How do I know if I have any?

stale aroma of a spin class, think again!
And to the reader whose question
prompted my mini rant, you aren’t doing

Every day, we’re told that clever

anyone any good by suffering in silence.

computers will steal our jobs. Last

I suggest you start with a subtle: ‘Are

month, I mentioned Emotional quotient

the showers broken in your gym?’ If this

has got the balance right is a critical

in a digital age – ACCA research that

fails, tell her gently, but make sure you

question that I don’t want to brush

argues that although computers have an

tell her straight. However embarrasing,

aside. So I need your view – you can

edge in data analysis, they’re dreadful

she would rather know than not.

reach me via abeditor@accaglobal.com.

at the emotional intelligence needed to

Finally you ask if the IASB has enough
input from those who understand
small business. I don’t know, but in my

30

I was given a virtual reality

handle a messy world.
What is emotional intelligence? The
ACCA mentions five ‘competencies’,

experience, it listens to stakeholders.

including the ability to put oneself in

Maybe it’s time to knock on its door.

others’ shoes and influence behaviour. A

AB

Alison Thomas, consultant
More information
Contact us with your concerns at
abeditor@accaglobal.com.
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Straw men
Powerful executives declaring themselves the real victims of the #TimesUp and #MeToo
campaigns contribute nothing to building a fair workplace, says Peter Williams
Steering a course through the issue of

Heightened awareness and sensitivity in

sexual harassment in the workplace

this area would be no bad thing. Asking

should not require the skills of a

ourselves how this action or word in a

Formula One driver, nor should the

particular context could be interpreted,

disgruntled summon up unfortunate

or – heaven forbid! – misinterpreted,

imagery of having to tiptoe a way

may well be a very valuable habit to

through a behavioural minefield.

acquire. Even if we genuinely do not

Some powerful men on Wall Street,

perceive ourselves as people who harass

according to news agency Bloomberg,

or bully others, we need to check how

are reacting to the #MeToo movement

we come across (see also page 36).

against sexual harassment and sexual

All of us have blindspots about our

assault by threatening to boycott

character and personality that are

women in the workplace altogether and

plain as daylight to others but remain

refusing to hire them. These US male

stubbornly hidden from ourselves for

financiers confess that they feel like

much of our lives. Seeing ourselves as

they are walking on eggshells, and the

others see us is a gift that is given to

easiest solution is simply not to have any

few. It is in this area of self-ignorance,

women at all on the payroll. Why take

perhaps even self-deception, that the

the risk, huh?

bully, the harasser and the pest can

This is clearly nonsense. It’s an

lurk and even flourish. Even when they

attempt to claim victim rights (‘I can’t

are confronted with their unacceptable

say or do a thing for fear of being

behaviour, it is often hard for many to

accused’) and offers a false choice: you

see that those actions are wrong and

work here and accept you run the risk of

that the impact on others is substantial

being harassed, or you don’t work here

and harmful.

at all. We have to avoid setting up false

Workers need courage and humility

and unnecessary choices and continuing

to always be prepared to accept that

to abuse power. Happily, there are

certain behaviour is not acceptable even

glimmers of progress.

if it used to be considered inoffensive

Over the past few years the Big Four
firms in the UK have dismissed 37
partners for inappropriate behaviour,
including harassment and bullying. It
may be only a small fraction of the 3,200
partners in those firms, but it sends
a stark message that the hallowed
partnership status does not come with a
free pass for misbehaviour.
Men – especially those in senior
positions within organisations – need
to develop and exercise emotional
intelligence on harassment and bullying.

(and perhaps unremarkable) when they

Even if we
genuinely do not
perceive ourselves
as people who
harass or bully
others, we need
to check how we
come across

first entered the workplace. All workers
can learn from others – and not always
just from those who outrank them –
about how to behave
Even allowing for the fact that work is
– rightly – competitive, pressurised and
stressful, it should not be a pipedream
to build a workplace that is genuinely
fair, inclusive and diverse.

AB

Peter Williams is an accountant and
journalist.
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A simpler credo
Integrity and personal responsibility are vital attributes of board members, according
to former Fed chairman Paul Volcker. UK boards should take note, says Robert Bruce
Rethinking tax

The last few years have been a

Hear Robert Bruce’s podcast about
moving to a greener tax system, at
accaglobal.com/ab/podcasts.

considerable trial for anyone trying
to make corporate boards more
effective. There are innumerable guides
offering advice on how to do it. But the
landscape is littered with examples of

‘is to identify the fault lines and act

corporate disasters – and many of these

before a crisis. A weak CEO, failures of

boards will have thought they were

internal controls and sloppy auditing

following the right advice. They will

practices are symptomatic but hard

have worried about structure, diversity,

for an outsider to detect’, he says.

culture, risk and tone from the top.

‘Alas, too often that is true for board

But they will still have been undone

members as well’.
The antidote, based on his

despite, or perhaps because of, the
regulation and guidance coming from

experience, is smaller boards.

all sides. They have become ensnared in

‘In the much larger boards upon

the maelstrom.

which I have served,’ he says, ‘an

What they needed was to look

individual director is unlikely to

upwards to a simpler credo to follow.

feel a strong sense of influence or

Over the turn of the year I read

responsibility.’ The job can become

the just-published autobiography

a sinecure. ‘Whatever their age, or

of Paul Volcker, the man who the

other qualifications, every director

chief economic commentator of the

should feel a real sense of personal

Financial Times Martin Wolf recently

responsibility, not merely for providing

described quite simply as ‘the greatest

strategic vision or some market or

man I have known’.

technology insights – matters for which

Volcker is now 91, and his career in

consultants can be employed – but

public service in the US is lengthy. He

for demanding strong operational,

was the man who stuck to his guns

accounting and ethical standards.’

between 1979 and 1987 as chairman

Learning the hard way

of the Federal Reserve and took the
actions that destroyed the scourge of
high inflation, a feat that no one thought
could be achieved. His other successes
are myriad, and his book Keeping At
It: The Quest for Sound Money and
Good Government is packed with his
recounting of how, with integrity his
watchword, he doggedly won through,
time after time.
The book is also full of his views on
management and boards. ‘The larger,

Many boards will
have thought they
were following the
right advice but
will still have been
undone, becoming
ensnared in the
maelstrom

more difficult challenge,’ he says,

32

Volcker learned the hard way when
boards on which he served went wrong.
It was because the boards ‘were caught
flat-footed by management miscues
and failures to deal promptly with
ethical issues’. An insistence on ethical
behaviour is at the heart of what he is
talking about. He refers to the Wells
Fargo banking scandal of 2016 when
a culture of incentives led staff to
open around two million accounts and
credit cards that customers had never
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Volcker has stressed the importance
of acting before a crisis, as well as
advocating for smaller boards.
authorised. The fines were massive.

Making boards more effective

Several thousand staff, from top to

This is what the Financial Reporting Council suggested in its most recent guidance:

bottom of the bank, lost their jobs. ‘It

‘Boards have a responsibility for the health of the company and need to take a long-

is a glaring example,’ says Volcker, ‘of

term view. This is in contrast to the priorities of some investors, not all of whom will

deeply flawed incentive compensation

be aligned with the pursuit of success over the long term. An effective board will

systems, reaching down through the

manage the conflict between short-term interests and the long-term impacts of its

management and employee ranks,

decisions; it will assess shareholder and stakeholder interests from the perspective of

overriding the company’s prominently

the long-term sustainable success of the company’.

stated ethical standards’.
He relates this to ‘distorted incentives’
across the whole of business, but boards

I have my doubts. At least, it doesn’t

its most recent guidance on board

in particular. ‘A kind of contagion is at

show up in the economic growth rate,

effectiveness with an emphasis on the

work,’ he says. ‘Stepping back, do the

certainly not in the pay of the average

long term and the strengthening of ‘the

CEOs of today’s top banks (or other

worker or, more specifically, in an

employee voice’ in the boardroom (see

financial institutions) really contribute

absence of financial crises.’

box). Boards need to think integrity. And

five to 10 times as much (in price-

Volcker may be talking of the US

think Volcker.

AB

adjusted terms) to the success of their

experience. But the arguments are

institutions, or the economy, as their

equally valid elsewhere. No wonder the

Robert Bruce is an accountancy

predecessors did 40 or so years ago?

Financial Reporting Council is filling

commentator and journalist.
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Get ready for
Making Tax Digital
in no time
85% of accountants and bookkeepers agree that QuickBooks
helps their firm and clients prepare for Making Tax Digital.

Easy-to-use, compliant software
Tools to grow your practice
On-boarding help

UK’S NO. 1 PARTNER TO ACCOUNTANTS & BOOKKEEPERS

Find out more quickbooks.co.uk/MTD

Global expansion
Emerging markets are expected to dominate growth among the world’s megacities
(urban centres housing 10 million or more inhabitants) over the coming decades

Trajectories of the titans
Growth in population and GDP in the world’s current 33 megacities (at least 10 million inhabitants) is predicted as follows:
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150%

Real GDP growth

Population growth

Estimated % growth 2017–30

Source: Euromonitor and Global Cities Institute,
mapped by Visual Capitalist

Estimated % growth 2017–30

Megacities in the making
By 2030, the Indonesian capital of Jakarta is expected to be the biggest megacity of all, with 35.6 million inhabitants,
and a further six locations (shown here) will have joined 2017’s 33-strong megacity roster.

Baghdad (Iraq)

Bogota (Colombia)

Chennai (India)

Chicago (US)

Dar es Salaam (Tanzania)

Luanda (Angola)

Africa to lead the big parade

Japan in reverse

The four biggest cities in the world by 2100 are shown below.

A falling birth rate will lead to urban shrinkage in Japan.

In total, 13 African cities are expected to have overtaken

Tokyo will fall from top spot by 2030 as Japan’s aging

New York in population by 2100.

population turns into population loss in the capital.

88.3

10.6

83.5

9.1

Lagos,
Nigeria

Kinshasa,
DR Congo

Population 2010 (millions)

73.7

4.4
Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania

67.2

20.1
Mumbai,
India

Osaka will be the world’s most elderly megacity, with
31% of its population aged 65 or over.

Population 2100 (millions)
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Emotionally charged
You may tick all the boxes in terms of traditional indicators of intelligence, but tapping
in to the ‘EQ superpower’ can elevate you above others, says Dr Rob Yeung

36
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T

here is a lot of talk and many words written on
the topic of emotional intelligence (EQ). But

Hone your EQ

is its supposed importance actually supported

Why do so many people continue to smoke cigarettes,

by real evidence?
Consider for a moment the skills that lead to success for

drink too much alcohol, never get off the sofa, or eat fatty
and sugary foods? The reality is that they almost always

partners in large professional services and management

understand the factual arguments against such behaviour

consulting firms such as PwC, KPMG or the Boston Consulting

perfectly well but continue because of the emotional

Group. (Full disclosure: I worked as a consultant for two years

benefits conferred. The same is true in the workplace:

at BCG). In a major study, researcher Richard Boyatzis worked

colleagues may understand a factual argument but

with the human resources department of one such firm to

stubbornly resist because they don’t feel it’s right for them.

identify the skills and behaviours that led to exceptional

Emotions trump logic.

performance in the firm’s senior partners. At the time, the firm

In practical terms, emotional intelligence is all about

had around 3,000 partners worldwide. For the sub-sample

controlling and using your emotions to achieve desirable

of senior partners under study, average annualised revenue

outcomes, but before you can control and use emotions,

per senior partner was US$2,438,000, with an average gross

you must first have a good understanding of them in

margin of 57%.

yourself and in others.

Each senior partner was scored by peers, subordinates
and the office of chairman – effectively their boss – on

FAR analysis

cognitive intelligence skills such as their knowledge, pattern

When I give training on leadership and emotional

recognition and systems thinking. They were also scored on

intelligence, I sometimes recommend undertaking a ‘FAR’

emotional intelligence skills such as their empathy, coaching

exercise for developing an awareness and understanding

and leadership.

of emotions:

After tracking the financial performance of the senior

1. Feelings. At several points throughout each day for

partners for seven successive quarters, the researchers

a week, put a name to your emotions, whether they

found that several cognitive skills, such as knowledge and

are positive, negative or a mix of both. It’s possible

pattern recognition, were not meaningful predictors of

to feel more than one emotion at once, so aim to

high performance. Of the 14 skills that predicted senior

name them all. For example, you may feel pride i

partners’ financial performance, 13 (93%) were to do with

a friend’s achievement, envy that it did not happen

emotional intelligence and only one to do with cognitive,

to you and worry that you are behind with your own

traditional intelligence.

goals. Evidence suggests that people who have a

The study suggests that traditional intelligence measures

large emotional vocabulary – who are more able to

are necessary but insufficient for truly high performance. So

distinguish between subtly different emotions – are

yes, you need to pass exams, gain qualifications and continue
to gather knowledge about your discipline, the competitive

usually more able to control them.
2. Actions. Write down how the mix of emotions led you

landscape and the world; however, all of that only gets you in

to behave. For instance, did you sulk and withdraw

through the door. To truly elevate yourself above those around

from the situation? Did you make snide comments?

you, you must hone your emotional skills.

Did you belittle the other person’s achievements to
make yourself feel better? Or did you simply end

Defining EQ
The identification of the skills that comprise EQ is
often credited to Yale University’s Peter Salovey and the
University of New Hampshire’s John Mayer in the early

up procrastinating?
3. Response. Write down what in theory would have been
a more adaptive, beneficial action that you should in
hindsight have taken.

1990s. Since then, most organisational and performance

You could try performing a similar exercise with clients and

psychologists, including me, continue to define emotional

other stakeholders. After important meetings, spend a few

intelligence as the ability to recognise, understand and

minutes listing the emotions that you detected in other

use information about emotions in oneself and others. In

people during your interaction with them. This will enable

terms of developing these skills – whether in salespeople or

you to develop a more nuanced understanding of other

accountants, hotel managers or teachers – I break them down

people’s emotions.

into the following four components:
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*
*

Being able to recognise emotions in yourself – for
instance, being aware when you are fearful, sad, irritable,

Seven quotients for success

embarrassed, aggressive and so on.

EQ is one of following seven key quotients that ACCA’s

Being able to manage your own emotions. Sometimes

research, Professional accountants – the future, has

people allow their emotions to drive their behaviour – eg

highlighted as important for professional accountants to

when they feel angry and lash out at others, or when they

develop in order to add value for employers and clients.

feel sad and withdraw from others. However, people who
are better able to manage their own emotions are more
quickly able to calm anger or turn their own fear into hope,
for example.

*

Technical and ethical (TEQ)
The skills and abilities to perform activities to a

An awareness of emotions in others. How is each

defined standard while maintaining the highest standards of

individual around you feeling at any particular moment

integrity, independence and scepticism.

in time? Is your client feeling enthusiastic or proud,
anxious or frustrated? Are your colleagues bored or tired,
interested or inspired? Emotionally intelligent people

*

Intelligence (IQ)
The ability to acquire and use knowledge:

understand that emotions fluctuate frequently. For

thinking, reasoning, solving problems and the ability

instance, your client or customer may experience many

to understand and analyse situations that are complex

different emotions during the course of a single meeting.

and ambiguous.

The ability to manage emotions in other people – for
example, by guiding, calming, and inspiring or using other
methods such as compassion, assertiveness and humour.

Creative (CQ)
The ability to use existing knowledge in a new

This fourth component comprises the high-level skills of

situation, make connections, explore potential outcomes

being able to negotiate with opponents, coach individuals,

and generate new ideas.

influence customers and ultimately lead entire teams.
See tips for honing these skills in the box on the previous page.

Digital (DQ)
The awareness and application of existing and

Predicting success

emerging digital technologies, capabilities, practices,

Some consultants and advisers claim that emotional

strategies and culture.

intelligence is more important than traditional intelligence in
predicting success. However, that is probably not true.
In a wide-ranging review of the published scientific evidence

Emotional (EQ)
The ability to identify your own emotions and

on emotional intelligence, researchers led by Ernest O’Boyle

those of others, harness and apply them to tasks, and

at Longwood University in Virginia concluded that components

regulate and manage them.

of emotional intelligence ‘increment cognitive ability and
personality measures in the prediction of job performance’.
In other words, cognitive ability (ie IQ and other measures

Vision (VQ)
The ability to predict future trends accurately by

of what we typically think of as intelligence) predicts job

extrapolating existing trends and facts, and filling the gaps

performance to a certain degree. Personality measures (eg

by thinking innovatively.

the extent to which a person is extraverted, conscientious,
and agreeable) are also separately able to predict job
performance. However, adding emotional intelligence skills

Experience (XQ)
The ability and skills to understand customer

into the mix allows us the very best prediction of who might

expectations, to meet desired outcomes and to

succeed and who might stagnate in their careers.

create value.

The implication: it helps to be smart; it helps to have a
winning personality; but emotional intelligence really does
make a meaningful difference, too.

AB

Dr Rob Yeung is an organisational psychologist at leadership
consulting firm Talentspace.
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More information
Read about EQ as the superpower of the digital age and
measure yours at accaglobal.com/eq. See this and the other
quotients for success at bit.ly/ACCA-drivers.
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Force for good
Countries need to cut employment-destructive labour taxes and increase
resource and pollution taxes to help build a sustainable global economy

T

ax has long been a policy tool of choice all around

The report stresses the urgent need to focus taxation

the world for influencing social and economic

on resource use and pollution rather than on labour. It

behaviour. But can it be used to help drive a

describes adapting tax systems in this way as a ‘survival

sustainable global economy?
This is the challenge explored in a recent ACCA report
by Femke Groothuis, co-founder of the Ex’tax project – a
thinktank focused on fiscal innovations to boost the United

of the fittest’ challenge: it is not the biggest or strongest
that will survive, but those that adapt in time to changing
circumstances.
Groothuis notes how tax systems have evolved over recent

Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The report,

centuries – the 18th-century window tax in England and Wales

Tax as a force for good: rebalancing our tax systems to support

has been replaced by fossil fuel duties and progressive income

a global economy fit for the future, calls for a rebalancing of

tax in the modern world. But this evolution was firmly rooted in

tax systems, and sets out how governments must think more

the industrial revolution, and as we enter the fourth industrial

widely about what they should be taxing, and how those tax

revolution – one driven by data and technology – so tax

revenues should be put to use.

systems around the world need to adapt accordingly.

The headlines may be dominated by whether multinational

The starting point for this discussion centres on the UN’s

companies are paying their ‘fair share’ of corporate tax around

17 SDGs, described as humanity’s ‘to-do list’. Unemployment,

the world, but Tax as a force for good focuses on other, less

underemployment and vulnerable forms of employment are

publicised taxes – in particular, labour and green taxes. It is

highlighted as part of Goal 8 (decent work and economic

these taxes that can directly impact the world’s social and

growth), making the point that the global economy is nowhere

economic challenges of unemployment and pollution.

near achieving full and productive employment.
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start to fall in the next 12 years if large-scale natural and human

How to green the tax base

risks are not to play out irreversibly. Air pollution, mostly from

Femke Groothuis suggests the tax base can be shifted away

vehicles and industry, kills millions every year, while a truck load

from labour and income and towards a greener regime by:

of plastic waste is dumped in the oceans every minute.

*

Putting a price on pollution and natural resource use.

term negative impact on the global economy caused by

that suit national circumstances best. In light of the Paris

carbon dioxide emissions in 2017 alone was US$16 trillion,

Climate Agreement, the abolition of fossil fuel subsidies

while the global welfare losses from pollution stand at US$4.6

and the creation of effective carbon pricing are the likely

trillion a year, or 6.2% of global economic output.
Despite this, polluters do not pay. ‘Considering that we live

first candidates.

*

The figures given in the report are staggering. The long-

Countries can start with the low-hanging fruit – options

Using revenues to lower the tax burden on labour and

in an era of climate change, water scarcity and geopolitical

improve social protection. Careful design is required to

tensions over fuels and materials, it would be wise to use
natural resources prudently,’ the report
points out. ‘Our tax systems,

ensure the needs of vulnerable groups are addressed
through increased social protection or income support.

*

however, are currently not

Monitoring and adjusting. In a fast-changing world, tax

aligned with the goal of

systems will need to adapt much faster than before.

sustainability, as the use of natural
Groothuis argues that this creates
a barrier to inclusive growth. It has
been calculated that just $0.64 of
every dollar an employer pays in
labour costs ends up in employees’
pockets (the so-called labour
tax wedge). Research shows that
high taxes on labour income can
hamper job creation and work
incentives. High payroll costs are an
incentive for employers to minimise
headcount, and affect employees’

Green taxes are
growth-friendly
– they distort the
economy less than
taxes on labour
and income,
and incur low
administrative and
transaction costs

resources tends to be relatively taxfree, or even subsidised.’
It is not as if there aren’t options
for green taxation. The policy toolkit
developed by Ex’tax provides an
overview of more than 100 ‘green’
tax base options that are available
to governments, including ways to
tax air pollution (such as carbon
emissions), energy, food production
inputs, fossil fuels, metals and
minerals, traffic, waste and water.
Each category is divided into
subcategories. The waste category,

decision to enter the labour force

for example, is broken down into

and the number of hours they work
(the effect is particularly strong among low-income workers,

electronic waste, packaging, nuclear waste, sewage, landfill

single parents, second earners and older workers).

and other types of waste.

This matters, argues the report, because on average across

Green taxes can be highly effective at changing behaviour

the 36 member countries of the Organisation for Economic

and averting environmental damage. The UK’s landfill tax, for

Co-operation and Development (OECD), more than half of

example, has been instrumental in reducing the amount of

all the tax revenue comes from labour. Other countries – the

waste dumped in the ground by 44% since 2000. And when

emerging economies of Africa, Asia and Latin America – rely

the Stockholm, Sweden, began taxing vehicles to reduce the

more on sales taxes, but still raise significant amounts via

volume of traffic, air-borne pollutants dropped by up to 20%,

labour. Green taxes hardly get a look in.

decreasing the incidence of childhood asthma by 40%.

No alignment with sustainability

friendly – they distort the economy less than taxes on labour

This disparity is at the heart of the report. Many of the

and income, and the administrative and transaction costs

world’s greatest social and economic challenges relate to

are lower than other taxes, notably income tax. Compared

disadvantageous environmental mega-trends – climate

with emissions trading systems and direct regulation, green

disruption, pollution and consumption patterns. The report

taxes provide more opportunity for recycling the revenues

cites the latest Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

by reducing other taxes to compensate in part, or even to

(IPCC) analysis, which warns that global carbon emissions must

overcompensate, for any welfare loss that may occur.

Crucially, the report argues that green taxes are growth-
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Green taxes fall as a percentage of GDP
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Business as catalyst

of total tax revenue in OECD countries (generating revenue

Business can play an important role in promoting the shift

equal to 1.6% of OECD GDP) – see the graph above. Having

to a greener and more sustainable tax system. The report

put the case for green taxes, Groothuis sets out the steps

says: ‘The private sector can become a catalyst for better

that can be taken to shift the tax base towards a green tax

policy by engaging proactively with governments to push for

system – see box on opposite page. But she concedes that

forward-looking policies to promote circular and inclusive

implementing such a strategy is not easy – short political

business growth.’

lifecycles do not encourage long-term strategies, while

Circular business models require a shift away from the linear

industries with a vested interest in maintaining the status quo

take-make-waste industrial model to a carbon-neutral and

are often powerful lobbyists. International coordination would

regenerative approach in which products are ‘made to be

also be required, and followers of the OECD’s BEPS (tax base

made again’. The report cites many ways in which businesses

erosion and profit-shifting) project will be well aware of just

are leading through innovative models, but governments can

how difficult it is to reach agreement in principle, let alone put

do more to support circular business initiatives.

any policies into practice.
In addition, an often heard worry is that environmental taxes

The report concludes: ‘By rethinking the design of our tax
systems in a holistic way, taxes can become a tool supporting

can aggravate income inequality, as low-income households

the ambitions of an inclusive global economy that is fit for the

spend a higher share of their income on energy-intensive

future.’ In other words, tax can be a force for good.

AB

goods. In practice, though, plenty of policy options are
available to alleviate the impact on specific households.

Philip Smith, journalist
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A boost for balance
Female partners are still a relative rarity in professional services. But UK firms are
working to rectify this and could prove an example for some other parts of the world

T

he gender imbalance at the top of professional

points’ during people’s careers. The firm is now focusing on

services firms is stark. At PwC, for example, in

trying to recruit more women at entry level, retain them when

the 2018 financial year women accounted for only

they reach middle-level roles, and develop and support them

20% of the global partnership (up from 13% in 2006).

to help them keep progressing.

Similarly, across KPMG’s international network, only 16%

‘It’s not about fixing the women; it’s about changing the

of EMEA partners (covering Europe, the Middle East and

culture, structures and mindsets within the organisation – as

Africa, including India) were female, although the picture

well as making interventions to ensure equality of opportunity,’

was somewhat better in the Americas (22%) and Asia

Rowe says. ‘While programmes and targets are important,

Pacific (23%).

they won’t succeed in really changing the diversity or gender

Alison Temperley, former PwC tax consultant turned

balance within the organisation without that focus on the

management coach and leadership expert, is struck by such

underlying culture – in terms of hours, the way people behave

imbalances, given that far more equal numbers of men and

and ways of working.’

women enter these organisations. Temperley, also author of

In 2014 Deloitte UK introduced an approach called ‘agile

Inside Knowledge: How Women

working’. Rowe explains: ‘It’s about

Can Thrive in Professional Services

providing an environment where

Firms, says women are drawn to

people are judged on the value

such businesses ‘because they are
perceived as meritocracies that
require the skills and intellectual
power that they have excelled at
previously at school and university’.
But something then goes wrong.
Traditional theories for low female
partner rates include the assumption
that some women leave in their 30s
because balancing family and work
life is too difficult. Female character

‘It’s not about
fixing the
women; it’s about
changing the
culture, structures
and mindsets
within the
organisation’

they bring and the contribution they
make – not time spent in the office.
People can flex their hours, work
from home or another office and
be trusted to do their job.’ Deloitte
also has more formal, contractual
flexible working arrangements where
staff can work fewer hours. In 2018
it also introduced annualised days
contracts, enabling people to work
a reduced number of days a year,

traits perhaps also play a part.

which can, for example, enable

Temperley thinks women tend to

school-term-time-only working.

be more perfectionist and scared of failure than men, but less
likely to attribute successes to their own capabilities or actions.

Sponsorship programmes
Development programmes focused on women are now the

Firm action

norm in many firms. Return-to-work initiatives – where women

Whatever the reasons, professional services firms are taking

and firms can see how well they fit together over a six-month

action. Many are setting targets. In the UK, for example, PwC

period – are also widespread. One area of particular current

is aiming for 24% female partners by 2020 (up from 20% now);

focus, however, is sponsorship. Deloitte UK runs female

and Deloitte has a target of 25% by 2020 and has made a

sponsorship programmes for some of its senior women, which

commitment to achieve 40% by 2030 (up from 19% now).

can take a variety of forms, including a one-to-one relationship

Clare Rowe, culture and inclusion lead at Deloitte UK, says
the firm has had ‘a real focus’ on gender since 2014, when it
introduced a gender balance action plan. This has seen the
firm focus on actions designed to address potential ‘pain

42

with a partner. ‘The partner, as their sponsor, can advocate for
them, open doors and provide connections,’ Rowe says.
Sarah Churchman, UK head of diversity, inclusion and
wellbeing at PwC, also sees sponsorship as one of three key
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Taking ownership
Women can take steps themselves to further their career
prospects. Author and coach Alison Temperley encourages
women to communicate their achievements – including
the financial contribution they make, not just highlighting
‘inputs’ such as their knowledge and hard work. PwC’s Sarah
Churchman agrees. ‘It’s about helping people to understand
what you have done,’ she says. ‘But it’s also about making your
aspirations and ambitions clear. Otherwise assumptions may
be made about you.’
This could manifest as ‘benevolent bias’: an assumption,
for example, that a working mother won’t want to be
assigned to a top engagement because of the long
hours required, when that individual may have made
provisions to be available. ‘It’s about having open and
honest conversations,’ Churchman says.

factors that will help bring more women through to the top in

These and other

her firm. Sponsors are available to talented female directors

initiatives applied

and senior managers. ‘A sponsor is somebody who is more of

internationally

an advocate for these people – not just a mentor,’ Churchman

do seem to

says. ‘It’s about making sure women are getting access to the

be having an impact. Globally, PwC’s female partner

right networks as well as visibility.’

admissions across the international network increased

Another key factor involves making PwC business
unit leaders accountable for achieving gender and
ethnicity targets across four grades, from manager to

from 23% in 2013 to 30% in 2018. And market forces may
be helping women’s cause, too.
‘When we are pitching for work, so many clients now want

partner. The third is about fair work allocation, after analysis

to see a diverse proposal team,’ says Churchman. ‘In addition,

suggested that men and women were not gaining the

most people from the millennial generation want much greater

same access to the highest profile engagements. ‘We now

flexibility in how, when and where they work. So the focus we

produce quarterly reports for all our business unit leaders

now have on transforming work is helpful not just for attracting

so they can see, for their top 10 revenue-generating clients,

younger people, but is also really helpful for women.’

AB

the proportion of women and men on those engagements,’
Churchman says.

Sarah Perrin, journalist
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Time to transform
With technology changing every aspect of business, speakers at the World Congress
of Accountants were clear that finance teams have to embrace digital transformation

I

t’s no secret that just about every organisation in every

to the success of any transformation, but securing capital

industry is undergoing a continual process of digital

expenditure to invest in a back-office function such as finance

transformation – but where does this leave finance

can be a challenging exercise. ‘You’ve got to be able to sell

teams? What role should these bastions of security, stability

an idea, and I don’t think finance people are typically very

and compliance play in today’s world of continual change,

good at that,’ said Daniel Papallo, global planning and finance

where the ability to innovate can make or break businesses?

transformation controller at medical device company Cochlear.

The short answer is that finance leaders must reshape their

Instead of starting a business case with the mechanics

own teams to help deliver the wider digital transformation that

and costs of the proposal, Papallo suggested emphasising

is taking place in their organisations. Finance functions must be

the benefits of change and how these contribute to the

set up to advise stakeholders on the drivers of business growth,

organisation’s broader goals. ‘If you can sell that, and you can

including productivity and continual performance improvement.

actually make an emotional connection to the problem, then

That was the view of finance leaders who spoke at the World

that can be really powerful,’ he said.

Congress of Accountants (WCOA) in Australia last November.
‘Our role in finance is to really enable, support and drive

Show them you can do it

the business to change and be successful in the long term,’

Hopkins said that demonstrating credibility had been crucial

declared group CFO Janelle Hopkins, who has spent the past

when she was trying to secure management approval to

five years masterminding the transformation of the finance

transform Australia Post’s finance team. ‘We actually self-

department of postal services provider Australia Post.

funded some of the transformation by taking cost out of the

Reflecting on how she began the transformation process,

team before we’d even delivered it,’ she said. That allowed her

Hopkins said: ‘The first thing I did was spend time with my

to show senior leaders that her team had the ability to deliver

senior leadership team, and I talked to them about the need

change that would benefit the business.

for us to change and transform.’
Obtaining buy-in at executive level is absolutely critical

With executive approval secured, Australia Post’s
transformation occurred in stages. ‘The only differentiator
between a good finance function and a bad one is the people

Top transformation skills

and capabilities you have,’ said Hopkins, who focused on
the people side of the transformation first. ‘I took the top 60

Curiosity and communication are two of the key attributes

people within the finance function and said, what do we need

in a finance team undergoing transformation, according to

to do to really become a leading-edge finance function?’

delegates polled at the World Congress of Accountants.
Reflecting on the poll, Australia Post group CFO Janelle

Hopkins and her team identified several transformationunderpinning soft skills – including negotiation and

Hopkins said, ‘It is about curiosity and challenge,’ adding that

collaboration prowess – that were required in order to engage

the right training was crucial in making sure that people were

effectively with colleagues in other business units. The finance

willing to get their point of view across.

department invested accordingly in training and development,

Daniel Papallo, global planning and finance transformation
controller at Cochlear, added: ‘Building communications skills

and future recruitment decisions took soft skills into account.
Australia Post then focused on simplifying finance processes

is really key – that willingness to embrace other parts of the

to facilitate better decision-making. Hopkins said that taking

business, build networks and align yourself to the mission

the time to get these processes right was an essential part of

of the business. Those are the things that are immensely

allowing the business to implement tools such as automation,

valuable in a finance team.’ To find out more about the skills

robotics and analytics effectively.

of tomorrow’s finance professional including emotional
intelligence, visit accaglobal.com/eq.

Jacqueline Chan, managing director and CFO of DBS Bank
in Hong Kong, explained how her organisation’s finance
transformation started with a mission statement: ‘to better
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assess data and provide information to stakeholders so that
they can make the right decisions’.
Having identified the desired outcome, Chan adapted the

While the finance leaders speaking at WCOA had arrived
at different structures and methodologies to
transform their teams, they all shared a similar

finance function’s operating model. The team was split into

philosophy: digital transformation requires

two parts: one focusing on traditional financial reporting using

more than just investment in technology – it

automation and robotics, the other focusing on analytics-

requires investment in people as well.

AB

based performance management.
Chan said the performance management part of the
business was a ‘centre of excellence’ that included data

Andy McLean is a journalist in
Sydney, Australia.

scientists, data analysts, data engineers and people who look
after the platform and the architecture. These professionals
worked in tandem with the financial reporting team, she said.
‘It’s important that finance does not walk alone. We need to
link up with the rest of the organisation.’
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Whistle while you work
Feeling passion for your job can reap benefits – provided it’s the right kind.
Dr Rob Yeung offers advice on how focusing on your signature strengths can help
You have probably read about
managers and entrepreneurs who say
how passionate they are about their

Seeking harmony
Dr Rob Yeung talks about types of
passion for work at bit.ly/ACCA-playlist.

work. But it turns out that passion is not
always positive, with studies showing

feel that they ‘must’ or ‘have to’ work as

that there are actually two broad types.

opposed to enjoying their job.

To what extent do you agree with the
following three statements?

Harmonious or obsessive?

*

‘My work allows me to create

Harmonious and obsessive passion

memorable experiences.’

both exist to some degree within most

*

‘My work is in harmony with the other

people, but many experience one more

aspects and activities in my life.’

strongly than the other. It’s also possible

*

‘I often discover new things through

for people to have low levels of both:

my work that allow me to appreciate

they may be quite disengaged from

life even more.’

their work.

CPD

Consider also the next three statements.

to different outcomes. Norwegian

*

‘My mood depends on me being

researchers Ide Birkeland and Robert

able to perform well at work.’

Buch found that harmonious passion

*

‘I have an almost obsessive need to

for work was correlated with life

work hard.’

satisfaction. In contrast, obsessive

*

‘I have a difficult time controlling my

passion was negatively correlated

need to work.’

with life satisfaction: these individuals

The first three statements measure
what’s known as harmonious passion.

46

reported feeling less happy overall.
More worryingly, the researchers

When people feel harmoniously

also found links to burnout: a

passionate, they feel motivated to work

physical and psychological syndrome

hard because they enjoy it – their work is

characterised by exhaustion, cynicism

inherently fun or gratifying. People with

and diminished work performance.

very high levels of harmonious passion

Unsurprisingly, people with higher

may even work without pay because it’s

levels of harmonious passion seemed

almost a hobby for them.

to be protected, while those who felt

The second three statements measure

Those who
felt more
obsessively
passionate had
more markers
of burnout

The two types of passion are related

To what degree do you agree with these?

obsessive passion, which develops
when people feel compelled to work

more obsessively passionate had more
markers of burnout.
Another study by Violet Ho and

hard. That could be because they

Jeffrey Pollack found links between

need recognition and social plaudits

passion and business success.

or because they wish to feel superior

Harmoniously passionate entrepreneurs

to others. Another common driver is

were more effective at networking –

because they feel they need the money

they tended to receive more income

to support a family or other demands in

from peer referrals – than their more

life. Obsessively passionate individuals

obsessively passionate counterparts.
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If you feel driven by higher levels

Dr Rob’s talent clinic

of obsessive passion than you would

Q

like, consider changing the nature
of your work. Studies suggest
that it is possible to boost

I recently applied for a role and
went through three rounds of

interviews but was rejected. I received

levels of harmonious passion

feedback that I had not demonstrated

by identifying and then putting

sufficient ‘ability to innovate and

into use your signature strengths.

solve problems’. What’s the best way to develop skills

These are skills or behaviours that

such as creative thinking and the ability to innovate?

A

fulfil two criteria: they must both
get verifiably good results (ie
colleagues or customers give you

There may be two separate issues here. First, do
you have enough of the skill? Second, can you

successfully communicate the extent of the skill that you have?

feedback that these are things you do

My experience is that everybody can get better at innovation and solving

well) and feel energising for you to do.

problems. It’s often just a matter of making a conscious decision to do so and

For example, if you receive praise for

setting aside time to identify things that could be improved at work. What niggles

your presentations but dislike giving

or problems continually frustrate you and colleagues? What procedures could

them, then this is not a signature

you introduce to make things simpler, faster, cheaper or less prone to mistakes?

strength because it does not invigorate

From your readings and conversations with people in other businesses, what new

you. Similarly, if you enjoy dealing with

technologies or creative solutions would make life easier?

customers but have been told that you

When you identify an idea, put together a business case in order to present a well-

need to work on these skills, then this

argued solution to managers further up the hierarchy. If you do not feel confident

cannot be a signature strength for you.

doing so, ask for advice and perhaps make your case in collaboration with others.

projects that allow you to use your
signature strengths. Volunteer,

Solving problems and improving situations is a vital skill that will get you noticed

CPD

Next, pursue tasks, activities and

within your organisation, too.
The other part of the equation may concern how well you convey instances of

negotiate, trade responsibilities and

innovation and problem-solving to interviewers. Think about the two best examples

use your ingenuity to find ways to

of when you delivered innovative solutions at work. For each, what was the initial

exercise these important skills more

problem or opportunity? What analysis did you do? Who did you involve? And

frequently. Also, seek advice on how

what did you as an individual do to improve the situation? Script and rehearse your

best to do so from colleagues, mentors

answers out loud to ensure that you can win over interviewers not only with your

and confidants.

words but also your manner and personal energy.

Changing the nature of your role to
feel more appropriately passionate

Tips for the top

about your work is an ongoing process

Is working in an open-plan office a good idea? Two studies present a mixed picture.

that will reap benefits over many

Researchers Ethan Bernstein and Stephen Turban reported on two companies that

months rather than weeks.

transitioned to open-plan spaces: the volume of face-to-face interaction fell by

AB

approximately 70% while electronic communication increased significantly.
Dr Rob Yeung is an organisational

Separately, Casey Lindberg asked workers in four office buildings

psychologist at leadership consulting

to carry portable sensors. Employees using open-bench

firm Talentspace: talentspace.co.uk.

seating did more physical activity and reported lower

More information

stress than those in private offices or cubicles.
It may be that open-plan offices affect some aspects

Dr Rob tweets @robyeung.

of work negatively but others positively. There is

If you have a question for the talent
clinic, email abeditor@accaglobal.
com.

insufficient research to conclude that any particular

Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.

to which employees call external clients – would further

type of layout is better in every way. It is also likely
that the nature of the work – for example, the extent
influence the kind of design that might be most effective.
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Change challenge
When dealing with disruption, it
helps to understand the nature of
the change before prioritising how to
capitalise on it, advises Tony Grundy

The Greek philosopher Heraclitus once

*

At the nub of Ignacio’s problem is
how to prioritise these disparate change

change. Nowhere could that sentiment

escalates, so the stickman jogging

projects according to attractiveness and

be more true than in today’s world of

along on the flat is confronted by a

implementation difficulty. This involves

finance – so different from 20 years ago.

mountain he can’t see over, sliding

assessing project benefits versus costs

eventually, exhausted, to the bottom.

and reviewing the difficulty over time.

Accountants are buffeted by change
from many directions: increasingly
competitive and disrupted markets,

*

Discontinuous change. A mix

Providing input to the restructuring

of smooth change and random,

would be rated ‘highly attractive but very

uncertainty/volatility, new technology,

mountainous change means the

difficult’. Achieving digitisation would be

regulation, and the shifting demands of

stickman needs help from a facilitator

rated ‘highly attractive but very difficult’.

the workforce, coupled with the need for

who can see the bigger picture and

Transforming the finance function would

different skillsets.

encourage him to keep going.

be rated ‘medium attractive’ or, given

To manage something as amorphous

The following fictitious case study

that progress has already been made,

as change, it first has to be visualised.

offers a model for how to change your

‘moderately difficult’.

Crystalising it in this way allows finance

running style. Ignacio is the FD of a

heads to be much more flexible in their

medium-sized group of business services

of difficulty over time on a graph. The

thinking and turn it into an opportunity.

companies. The group is operating

vertical axis indicates attractiveness, the

under a cloud of uncertainty caused

horizontal axis the level of difficulty. The

change management doing the rounds.

by intensified competition, with profits

more attractive the project goal, the

But I find it useful to break change

threatened by clients pushing harder on

more difficult it tends to be (and vice

down into four different forms: smooth,

contracts. There are also rumours of a

versa). Economists call it an indifference

incremental, bumpy incremental and

reorganisation to take out ‘surplus fat’.

curve; I call it the curse of change.

discontinuous. It helps to visualise these

In addition, Ignacio is trying to bring

But the positionings on any such

in terms of a running cartoon stickman

the finance department into a more

graph need to be carefully thought

(see the video at bit.ly/TGchange):

digital world. He is midway through a

through. Fail to evaluate change projects

*

Smooth change. The constant rate

course on leadership encouraged by

effectively and they will not deliver the

means you can keep up the pace –

the CEO, who has identified that, while

anticipated benefits or will become

the stickman is running comfortably

Ignacio is excellent technically and good

unspeakably difficult. If you understand

on a treadmill.

managerially, he is uncomfortable about

the expected difficulty from the outset,

Incremental change. The stickman

taking on a more charismatic role and

you can at least plan accordingly.

is following a rollercoaster trajectory,

would benefit from better influencing

which results in a high level of stress

skills at board level, as the directors

Tony Grundy is a strategy consultant,

– and possibly distress.

appear resistant to change.

trainer and business school lecturer.

There is a vast amount of guidance on

*

48

Bumpy incremental change. A
smooth rate of change suddenly

said that the only constant in life was

It is helpful to plot the projects’ levels

AB
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Common control
The diversity in accounting treatment for transactions involving businesses under
common control is in the IASB spotlight. Adam Deller explains what’s happening
One of the items on the agenda for

acquire another entity from outside

GAAP, measuring net assets at historical

the International Accounting Standards

the P group, this would be covered

cost-carrying amount.

Board (IASB) is the accounting for

by the acquisition method in IFRS 3,

businesses under common control. The

Business Combinations, ensuring that

regulators, have raised concerns about

project may not be on the same scale

the acquirer measured net assets at

the diversity in practice in accounting

as the big new IFRS Standards, but it’s

fair value. However, if entity A were

for BCUCC and have asked the IASB

an area not currently covered, so the

to acquire entity B, this transaction

to provide guidance. It is a particular

IASB is looking to resolve the situation.

would be between businesses under

concern for emerging economies, where

The first issue is to establish what a

common control, and there is currently

BCUCC can be prevalent. Initial research

business under common control is. As

no prescribed accounting method. This

from the IASB staff has showed that

the diagram below shows, a company

would also be the case if P set up a new

BCUCC are typically accounted for by

P currently owns 70% of entity A and

entity C and transferred both A and B

the predecessor method rather than the

100% of entity B. If entity A were to

into it in anticipation of an initial public

acquisition method.

Various parties, notably securities

Ownership example
P
70%
A

100%

B

Business combinations under

the IASB is looking to address relates

common control (BCUCC) are excluded

to how the net assets of the transferred

from the scope of IFRS 3, so entities

entity should be valued at the date that

must apply IAS 8, Accounting Policies,

the transfer takes place. The current

Changes in Accounting Estimates and

IASB position on the way forward for

Errors, and develop an accounting

the BCUCC project presents two major

policy that results in useful information.

alternatives for dealing with this.

In practice, entities use the acquisition

*

method set out under IFRS 3, or a
predecessor method based on national

Current value. This approach is
an extension of the acquisition
method used in IFRS 3. It requires
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The major question with BCUCC that

offering to sell off entity C.
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the net assets of the transferred

used for the assets upon the transfer.

with the preliminary view that the IASB

entity to be recorded at fair value.

It could, for example, be the carrying

should not prescribe where in equity

This results in a goodwill amount,

amount in the financial statements of

to recognise any difference between

shown in the difference between

the transferred entity. Alternatively it

consideration and transferred net

the consideration and the fair value

could be the carrying amount of the

assets, but they also thought that the

of the net assets. There are some

net assets currently recognised by the

least appropriate place to recognise any

variations of how this could be

controlling party, which would be based

difference would be in share capital.

applied, but the key principle is that

on their fair value at acquisition, less

firms generally suggests that BCUCC

included at fair value, with goodwill

can usually be accounted for using

recognised, or a gain on a bargain

the predecessor method or the IFRS

purchase if the consideration paid is
lower than the net assets received.

CPD

*

Current guidance by accountancy

the assets and liabilities would be

Predecessor method. This method
transfers the net assets at their
carrying amounts. Any difference
between this and the consideration
is shown as a deduction in equity (if
the consideration is higher), rather
than being held in goodwill. If the

While the
predecessor
method is simpler,
what carrying
amount should be
used for the assets
transferred?

3 acquisition method. Some guidance
emphasises that if the acquisition
method is applied, it should normally
be applied in its entirety, as set out
in IFRS 3. However, if the acquisition
method gives rise to an apparent gain
on a bargain purchase, that gain should
be recognised in equity as a capital
contribution from the shareholders.

consideration is lower than the

Non-controlling interest

carrying amount of the net assets,
it is treated as a contribution to
equity.

is a balance to be struck between the

In some ways the predecessor method

Most research participants feel

costs associated with the accounting

is simpler to apply, as it doesn’t rely on

that the carrying amounts of the

and the usefulness of the information

fair valuation methods and does not

transferred entity should be used – one

provided. The IASB believes the most

involve additional costs arising from a

participant argued that using carrying

significant impact of valuing the net

fair value exercise.

amounts recognised by the controlling

assets in the transferred entity arises

party would be a form of so-called

where there is a non-controlling interest

method is simpler it still brings issues

push-down accounting and was not

(NCI) in the ownership of the entity

as to what carrying amount should be

appropriate. Most participants agreed

being transferred, so it is focusing its

However, while the predecessor

50

As with all accounting changes, there
subsequent depreciation.
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applied if this threshold is not met.

work on this. The impact for wholly

approach could be required only

owned entities is not as significant, so

when the equity instruments being

this has not yet been examined.

traded are on a public market. Such

constraint and be simple, it would rely

While this would apply the cost
on an arbitrary threshold and could

so there is little debate that current

exclude some public entities. An IASB

provides the most useful information

value is the most relevant measurement

study of 14 stock exchanges found that

for the NCI of the receiving entity,

criterion. The main issue here is that

setting a 20% threshold would cover

although this could depend on

private entities may not have to use

listed companies as the minimum

whether the NCI is substantive or

the current value method (which

public float requirement never fell

non-substantive (by size or nature).

provides the most useful information).

below that level.

If non-substantive, the benefits may

However, IASB staff think that the NCI

The current proposal looks at a mix of

not outweigh the costs, particularly

in private entities may rely on general

qualitative and quantitative approaches

when the NCI consists of only a few

purpose financial statements less than

to the NCI. This mix could involve

employee stock options issued to key

the NCI in public entities, as they are

applying the current value method to

management personnel.

often held by related parties; so, on

listed entities and to private entities

balance, the board thinks the approach

with NCI above a set threshold.

Following feedback, the IASB

Qualitative

CPD

transactions are likely to be substantive,

believes the current value approach

The project is now starting to take

worth exploring.

shape, with the IASB focusing efforts on

On balance, the IASB is proposing that

Under the NCI shareholder-type

a current-value approach is considered

option, current value would be used

BCUCC with an impact on NCI. These

only for some of the transactions that

for transactions affecting NCI that is

are likely to involve bringing in net

affect NCI. Two possible approaches

not held by related parties (or other

assets at fair values, certainly where the

– qualitative and quantitative – could

employees if they don’t meet the

NCI is substantial. The details are far

be taken with such transactions. With

definition of a related party). However,

from being ironed out, but at least the

the qualitative method, there are two

this would not apply the cost constraint,

direction is now set.

ways to decide whether the transaction

as the NCI could be very small.

should be measured at current value:

Adam Deller is a financial reporting

*

whether the equity’s instruments are

Quantitative

traded in a public or private market

A quantitative approach could require

*

whether the NCI shareholder is a

the current value approach when

related party or not.

AB

specialist and lecturer.

the relative size of the NCI reaches a

Under the first of the two possible

quantitative threshold (such as 10% of

qualitative methods, a current value

the entity), with a predecessor method

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.
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Technical update
Glenn Collins, ACCA UK’s head of technical advisory, provides a
roundup of the latest developments in audit, reporting, tax and law
Audit and reporting
Material significance

have a duty to report. Even though a

Trustee Investment (Scotland) Act 2005.

matter may not be listed, a report must

Auditors and independent examiners

be made if the auditor or independent

The Charity Commission, in its report

have a statutory duty to report any

Accounts monitoring review: following

matters of material significance that

up our review of reporting of matters

they become aware of during their

of material significance by auditors, has

appointment. The guidance states that

You can read previous articles on

clearly stated that where auditors or

‘these are matters which are of material

this matter in AB July/August 2017,

independent examiners fail to make a

significance to the regulator in carrying

November/December 2017, January

report regarding a matter of material

out their functions. For example, the

2018, March 2018 and April 2018. The

significance, the commission will report

matter may be an issue which the charity

factsheet guidance for members can be

this directly to professional bodies

regulator will consider for investigation

found at bit.ly/ACCA-mat-sig.

as a formal complaint. They will no

or which could impact on the charitable

longer contact auditors or independent

status of the organisation.’

examiners to ask why a report
wasn’t made.
What is clear is that it is important

examiner considers it appropriate.
The report can be found at bit.ly/govrev-matsig.

You can find a webinar from 2018 at
bit.ly/ACCA-web-aud-rep and also the

The advice contained in the guidance

latest charity update from February 2019

for internal auditors is that ‘It is currently

for auditors and independent examiners

not a legal requirement for those

at bit.ly/ACCA-web-char.

for anyone involved in the charity

conducting internal audits to report

sector, especially trustees, auditors,

matters of material significance, but

LLPs SORP

independent examiners, internal

the UK charity regulators consider

The Accounting by Limited Liability

auditors and professional bodies, to

such reporting to be helpful and best

Partnerships (LLPs SORP) is effective

take appropriate action and, where

practice and, therefore, the internal

for periods commencing on or after

appropriate, report.

auditor should familiarise themselves

1 January 2019. Early adoption is

with the matters required to be reported

permitted, provided all amendments

to the charity regulator.’

are adopted from the same date, with

We have previously highlighted
that, for all audits or independent
examinations for charities in England

52

2011, and Section 46 of the Charities and

The guidance also states that ‘Charity

some limited exceptions. CCAB, when

and Wales, Scotland and Northern

trustees should therefore be aware of

considering whether the 2017 Triennial

Ireland that are conducted and/or

the matters of material significance

Review amendments created any issues

reported after 1 May 2017, there is a

and the duty placed upon an auditor or

specific to LLPs, concluded that only

statutory responsibility to report matters

independent examiner to report matters

limited changes to the LLPs SORP were

of material significance.

to the regulator.’

required. ‘These include updates to:

*

The guidance includes support, but

Readers should note that auditors

also warnings. The regulators are clear

and independent examiners are only

that the guidance applies to auditors

expected to report matters that they

requirement to disclose the changes

and independent examiners of charity

identify in the normal course of their

in net debt between the beginning

accounts, and that it is designed to

work. There is no expectation by the

and end of the financial period

highlight their legal responsibility to

commission that they should undertake

report significant matters in accordance

additional work to identify such matters.

with the applicable law. They cite

It is, however, important to remember

recognition and measurement

the relevant laws as Section 67 of the

that auditors and independent

requirements available to small

Charities Act (Northern Ireland) 2008,

examiners are expected to exercise their

entities when accounting for

Sections 156 and 159 of the Charities Act

own judgment when considering if they

certain loans

*

the guidance on cashflow statement
presentation to reflect the new

the guidance on accounting by
small LLPs to reflect the simpler
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*

provide additional guidance on
the revised recognition rules for
intangibles assets acquired in a
business combination

*

the guidance on merger accounting
to reflect the extended definition of
a group reconstruction.’

The small company discounting
relaxation for Director Loans in FRS102
(subject to the conditions in paragraph
57A) has been made available to small
LLPs. Paragraph 57A states that when
members’ capital is classified as a
financial liability it may – depending on
the terms of the members’ agreement –
constitute a financing arrangement and
may therefore need to be discounted
to present value in accordance with

Eyes on the prize

the requirements of paragraph 11.13

The ACCA awards factsheet provides guidance for practitioners on the attributes of a

of FRS 102. However, discounting will

good awards entry, how to maximise the impact of entering and some of the awards

not always be necessary, as in many

firms may wish to enter. Practitioners may also wish to help clients enter awards.

instances members’ capital will be

The practical guidance includes a video commentary and a guide prepared by

repayable on demand or at short notice,

those who have judged a number of awards. It explains the wider benefits that can

eg on termination of membership. In

follow, as well as how to counter the naysayers in your firm. You will also see how

addition, there is an exemption for

firms may qualify to enter a wider range of awards than you may have previously

small companies and LLPs in paragraph

considered, and we have included explanations, insider tips and common mistakes.

11.13A of FRS 102 from the requirement

National awards are highlighted, such as the Queen’s Awards for Enterprise, the

to discount basic loan financing

British Small Business Awards, the CICM British Credit Awards and the Barclays

transactions, provided it is a ‘...loan from

Entrepreneur Awards. The factsheet also focuses on national accountancy-specific

a person who is within a director’s group

awards, such as the Practice Excellence Awards, the British Accountancy Awards and

of close family members, when that

Tolley’s Taxation Awards, together with supplier-sponsored awards such as the IRIS

group contains at least one [member

Customer Awards and the Xero Awards.

of the LLP who is a person]’. This SORP

You can find the video and guidance at bit.ly/ACCA-fact.

recommends that for the purposes of
applying this exemption, a director
is taken to mean a member, who is a

2019-20 and Application Guidance.

by the EU, and the total assets of

person with an equivalent role in the

It contains instruction as to how

the subsidiary comprise at least

LLP. For some small LLPs that may be

IFRS 16, Leases, will apply across the

10% of the total assets at the

all members; for others, it may be a

public sector.

group level

member who is part of a governing
body or management board.
You can find the revised factsheet at
bit.ly/ACCA-fact.

The FReM and guidance applies
from 1 April 2019 and allows for early

described above have operating
lease commitments that comprise

if bodies meet the criteria it sets out,

at least 10% of the operating lease

including obtaining approval from HM

commitments at the group level

Treasury. The criteria to be met that

Following the consultations in 2018 (see

would allow early adoption are:

AB, July/August 2018), amendments

*

Financial Reporting Manual (FReM)

the subsidiary (or subsidiaries)

adoption of IFRS 16 in the public sector

Leases – public sector

have been made to the Government

*

*

approval to early adopt has been
received from HM Treasury.

the entity has at least one subsidiary

For all other circumstances, IFRS 16

that, under the Companies Act, is

is effective in the public sector from

required to follow IFRS as adopted

1 April 2020.
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The FReM interprets IFRS 16 for the

12 months of the date of initial

public sector, highlights changes and

application (with a requirement to

provides interpretations, while the

include the cost associated with

specific IFRS 16 guidance highlights

those leases in the short-term lease

public sector ‘adaptation’ to specific

expense disclosure) [C10(c)];and

areas of the standard.

use hindsight in determining the

MTD engagement letters

lease term if the contract contains

A joint working party of ACCA, ATT,

FReM include:

options to extend or terminate the

CIOT, AAT and STEP has prepared a

*

lease [C10(e)].

supplementary schedule of services:

Examples of transitional rules from the

*

The option to reassess whether a

The FReM also makes a change to

Making Tax Digital for VAT (MTDfV). This

the date when the initial application

the definition of a lease: ‘2.10 Public

should be read alongside the covering

has been withdrawn.

sector adaptation: The definition of

letter, privacy notice, schedules for other

The accounting policy choice to

a contract (and, therefore, of a lease)

services, terms and conditions, and

apply IFRS 16 retrospectively to

is expanded to include intra-UK

guidance in the main engagement letter

each prior period presented in

government agreements that are not

guidance. This applies both for the

accordance with IAS 8 has been

legally enforceable.’

engagement letters for tax practitioners

withdrawn. All entities applying

The treatment of peppercorn leases

the FReM should recognise the

is explained in detail, and this is likely

engagement letter templates (bit.ly/

cumulative effects of initially

to be significant to a number of bodies

ACCA-engage).

applying IFRS 16 recognised at

and require advance planning.
The guidance also highlights areas

An important discussion will be
needed to establish whether the

where care will be needed when

client is keeping the digital records

balances of taxpayers’ equity (or

determining if IFRS 16 applies to groups

required under MTDfV or whether the

other component of equity, as

of assets. It’s highlighted that ‘Whilst

practitioner is dealing with this. The

appropriate) per IFRS 16(C5(b)). This

IFRS 16 does not provide a numerical

schedule includes alternative wording

should include the elimination of

threshold as to what constitutes a low

depending on what has been agreed.

any revaluation reserves associated

value, it does provide some examples

with existing finance leases.

of low-value underlying assets. The

MTD tracker

Upon transition, entities should

examples provided in IFRS 16 are:

As previously highlighted, ACCA has

measure the right-of-use asset

*
*
*

tablets and personal computers

partnered with Bloomsbury Professional

small items of office furniture

Publishing to provide members with

telephones.

free practical guidance on MTD VAT

as operating leases per IFRS
16(C8(b(ii))) at an amount equal to

54

(bit.ly/ACCA-guide-fact) and the

an adjustment to the opening

under leases previously classified

*

Tax

contract is, or contains, a lease at

the date of initial application as

*

You can find the FReM and guidance
materials at bit.ly/gov-frem.

Leases of these types of asset are

implementation. This digital resource is

the lease liability, adjusted by the

likely to be prevalent in some areas of

hosted on the Bloomsbury Professional

amount of any prepaid or accrued

the public sector, including leases of

online platform. It provides guidance

lease payments relating to that

water coolers, franking machines and

on the operation of MTD in plain

lease recognised in the statement

photocopiers. IFRS 16 also explicitly

English and brings together a coherent

of financial position immediately

states that a car would not qualify as a

interpretation of:

before the date of initial application.

lease of a low-value asset.

*
*
*
*
*

Upon transition, all entities

Again, the low-value underlying asset

primary law
regulations

applying the FReM should apply

recognition exemption is separate from

the following options for leases

the materiality considerations that apply

previously classified as operating

to every standard. For example, a public

leases: no adjustment for leases

sector entity might have a large volume

for which the underlying asset is of

of low-value asset leases that are

HM Treasury (where permission is

low value that will be accounted for

material in the aggregate. These leases

given for publication)

applying IFRS 16(6) [IFRS 16(C9(a)];

would still qualify for the recognition

no adjustment for leases for

and measurement exemption,

The content uses a Q&A format, with

which the lease term ends within

regardless of their materiality.’

the questions being from accountancy

*

HMRC non-statutory guidance
government policy papers
guidance provided directly to
professional bodies by HMRC and

public evidence given to parliament.
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practitioners. Content will be updated
regularly as more areas are brought in
to the scope of the legislation, and will
build into a suite covering:

*
*
*
*
*

MTD overview
VAT
income tax
corporation tax
tax agents.

The VAT content now available includes
sections on:

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

MTD functional compatible software
spreadsheets
digital links
bridging software
what must be reported
when to submit

SME apprenticeship funding

VAT schemes

If you are thinking of employing and training a school-leaver in England, remember

partial exemption

that businesses that employ fewer than 50 people will be able to obtain funding for

penalties and appeals.

all apprenticeship training costs, up to the maximum value of the funding band for

You can find details at bit.ly/ACCA-mtd

the apprenticeship.
Find more information on ACCA’s apprenticeship offer at bit.ly/ACCA-

and the tracker at bit.ly/MTD-tracker.

apprenticeships. See also page 77.

Lifetime allowance
The lifetime cap for pensions was

*

If the amount crystallised is paid as

factor against the fact that Mr Raggatt

a lump sum, to or in respect of the

had adopted a practice of seeking to

Increases in line with inflation apply.

member the chargeable amount is

meet his tax obligations out of current

From 6 April 2018 the cap increased to

a lump sum amount for which any

income as and when he could. We

£1.03m, and will increase to £1.055m

lifetime allowance charge is at 55%.’

cannot, however, say that it was not

reduced significantly over a number of
years, reaching £1m for 5 April 2016.

open to the FTT to place the weight

from April 2019.
The lifetime allowance is checked at

Tax cases

that it did on the latter factor.’
The case can be found at bit.ly/hmrc-

points in time – ‘benefit crystallisation

Timothy Raggatt v The Commissioners

events’ (BCEs) – to see if the allowance

for HM Revenue and Customs: [2018]

UKUT0412. You can find other decisions

has been exceeded and a lifetime

UKUT 0412 (TCC) concerned late

at bit.ly/tax-dec.

allowance charge will arise.

payment penalties, reasonable excuse
and whether the FTT erred in its

EPOS manipulation

manuals (bit.ly/gov-tax-manual). They

application of the legal test (para 3

In its call for evidence on electronic

broadly arise when a pension is taken,

sch 56 FA 2009). The decision was in

sales suppression, HMRC has included

on the existence of any unused funds

favour of HMRC but with the following

examples of where it has found

at 75 or at death, when a lump sum

concluding remarks: ‘In common with

income suppression. The following

payment is made or when a transfer is

the FTT, we have considerable sympathy

is highlighted, as it indicates criminal

made. The charge rate is as follows:

for the predicament that Mr Raggatt

activity that accountants and tax

*

‘If the amount crystallised is retained

found himself in. We cannot say that a

advisers would wish to know:

in the scheme (or in an overseas

differently constituted tribunal might

scheme) to provide pension benefits

not have come to a different decision. A

EPOS software system during several

then the chargeable amount is a

differently constituted FTT might have

different tax enquiries. These enquiries

retained amount – for which any

placed more weight on the effect of the

surfaced similar concerns around

lifetime allowance charge is 25%.

legal aid cuts when weighing up that

apparent gaps in the sequence of

The BCEs are contained in HMRC

‘HMRC staff encountered a particular
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transactions in reports produced by the
system to support tax declarations. The
businesses were not able to provide
suitable explanations. This led to

Law

*

has EU consumers that are not VAT-

*

does not sell digital services

Employment law support

through a third-party platform or

The suite of employment law

marketplace (not your own website).

factsheets and policies has been

suspicions that transactions had been

registered businesses

automatically deleted in bulk by either

For crossborder supplies of digital

updated. To download the factsheets

hidden functionality within the software

services on a business-to-consumer

visit bit.ly/ACCA-fact-employ.

itself or by the use of remote software

basis, the place of supply will be the UK

tools, in order to reduce the business’s

on or after 1 January 2019 if:

Anti-money laundering

declared takings.

*

your business is not established in

ACCA has made available free to

any other EU member state

members a simple policies and

*

the total value of the crossborder

procedures proforma to help with

digital sales is less than £8,818

the requirements. You can find the

the use of an associated mobile phone

in the current year and previous

support at bit.ly/ACCA-aml-ccab; see

application. The mobile application

calendar year.

also page 24.

Investigators found that the software
allowed for the EPOS till data to be
remotely manipulated and deleted by

deleted sales from the underlying

The place of supply of any digital

database without leaving a trace of

services made before 1 January 2019 will

Payment services guidance

doing so within the database, meaning

be where the consumer is located.’

The ACCA factsheet highlights the

that the tax audit trail reports produced
did not contain the missing transactions.’
View the call for evidence at bit.ly/
gov-ess-call.

VAT: digital services
HMRC has updated its guidance on VAT
place-of-supply rules for businesses that
sell digital services to private consumers
in the EU. The changes apply from

The guidance also states that ‘If the

impact of the regulations as well as

annual value of your total crossborder

providing comment on typical questions

supplies of digital services to consumers

such as ‘Can I pay HMRC on behalf

in the EU in the current year and

of a client?’ The guidance provides

previous year is:

the practical answer: ‘You will need to

*

below the threshold, the place of

consider how regularly you are carrying

supply is the UK

out this transaction.’ Agents who collect

*

over the threshold, the place of

payments from their clients and then

supply is where the consumer

pay HMRC through the agent bank

is located.’

account could be acting illegally. This

1 January. For businesses established

From 1 January 2019, businesses in the

applies if you are offering a ‘payment

in the UK, the rules apply where a

UK that are under the digital services

account’. This is defined in regulation

UK business:

threshold can elect to treat the place

2 of the PSRs 2017 as an account held

*

‘charges consumers for digital

of supply as where the consumer

in the name of one or more payment

services

is located.

service users that is used for the

*

supplies services from the UK to

You can find the conditions for

private consumers in another EU

the election and guidance at bit.ly/

member state

vat-dig-eu.

execution of payment transactions.
When determining whether or not
an account is a payment account
for the purposes of the regulations,
it is appropriate to focus on its

Auto-enrolment changes

underlying purpose. To establish this,

The new tax year sees an increase in contributions for both employers and

consider a number of factors including:

employees/workers. The table below shows the minimum contributions.

*

the purpose for which the account is

*

the functionality of the account

Date effective

Employer
minimum
Staff
contribution contribution

Total minimum
contribution

Currently, until 5 April 2019

2%

3%

5%

6 April 2019 onwards

3%

5%

8%

designed and held out
(the greater the scope for carrying
out payment transactions on the
account, the more likely it is to be a
payment account).

Find the ACCA factsheet at bit.ly/
ACCA-fact.
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For health insurance.
For Living

Cover for
12 months, you
*
only pay for 10 .
That’s what
friends do.
Anyone who’s a member of the ACCA is a friend
of ours. Just give your membership details when
getting a quote before 31 March 2019, and get two
months’ free on a new health insurance policy.

0808 302 6295†
bupa.co.uk/ACCA

*For new Bupa By You health insurance policies quoted between 07/01/19 and 31/03/19.
Applied in months 11 and 12 of the first year of your cover. T&Cs apply.
†Bupa may record or monitor their calls.
ACCA introduces Bupa health insurance. Bupa health insurance is provided by Bupa Insurance Limited. Registered in England and Wales
No. 3956433. Bupa Insurance Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Arranged and administered by Bupa Insurance Services Limited, which is authorised and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England and Wales No. 3829851. Registered office: 1 Angel Court, London EC2R 7HJ
BINS 00352

2637_19771_2MF_Affinity_ACCA_Press Ad_192x260mm_BINS_00352.indd 1
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Jumping the queue
The reintroduction of Crown preference for taxes collected by a business that has
become insolvent benefits HMRC at the expense of unsecured creditors
Tucked away in last year’s Autumn

as PAYE, national insurance and VAT

debt, unsecured creditors and, of

Budget was a Protecting your taxes

go instead to pay the business’s other

course, shareholders, who remain at the

in insolvency paper. This two-page

creditors, such as banks with unsecured

bottom of the pile. It will also overturn

document confirms how HMRC aims to

loans and trade creditors.

nearly two decades of practice – the

reclaim its position at the front of the

2002 Enterprise Act abolished Crown

creditor queue when a business enters

in line of priority claimants for the

preference in a bid to make insolvency

insolvency. It is a move that will recover

business’s assets – behind secured

procedures more efficient and provide

£185m a year for the taxman.

creditors (such as banks that hold

a greater return for unsecured creditors,

title over fixed assets) and insolvency

which were often small businesses that

will change the rules so that when

practitioners. The taxman will then be

could ill afford such losses.

a business enters insolvency ‘more

entitled to make a claim, although only

of the taxes paid in good faith by its

after other preferential creditors such

Tax on creditors

employees and customers but held in

as the Redundancy Payments Service

‘The announcement that HMRC

trust by the business go to fund public

and Financial Services Compensation

is to partially regain its preferred

services as intended’. Without this

Scheme have been satisfied.

creditor status in business insolvency

From 6 April 2020, the government

CPD

The change will put HMRC third

preferential treatment, often referred
to as ‘Crown preference’, taxes such

The move will, however, put HMRC
ahead of holders of secured floating

could potentially be a retrograde
and damaging step to UK plc if not
thought through carefully,’ says Emma

HMRC urged to call off its loan charge dogs

Lovell, chief executive of insolvency
and restructuring trade body R3. It

The return of Crown preference is not the only insolvency issue of note – there are

will, she argues, amount to a tax on

claims that HMRC’s loan charges regime could force more businesses to the wall.

creditors – including small businesses,

Accusing HMRC of ‘aggressive’ compliance efforts, a House of Lords report was

pension funds, suppliers and lenders –

damning in its verdict on the 2019 loan charge, HMRC’s method of retrospectively

and overturns a regime that has been

collecting taxes that taxpayers – mostly self-employed – allegedly avoided through
disguised remuneration, including contractor loan schemes.
HMRC aims to collect taxes from anyone who used a disguised remuneration
scheme from 6 April 1999. Where an individual received their income through a
loan scheme that falls within the scope of this legislation, the loan will be treated as
income and taxed as such from 5 April 2019. HMRC requires that all the tax due is
paid by 31 January 2020.
Andy Chamberlain, deputy director of policy at freelancer organisation IPSE, says:
‘HMRC’s aggressive approach to the 2019 loan charge has caused financial ruin and
serious emotional distress for tens of thousands of taxpayers and their families.’
A central criticism of the House of Lords’ economic affairs committee report
The Powers of HMRC: Treating Taxpayers Fairly is that HMRC has been too
aggressive in the pursuit of those who used such schemes. The report calls for HMRC
to refocus its compliance efforts on those who promoted and profited from their use.
The report also calls on HMRC to urgently review all loan charge cases where the
only remaining consideration is the individual’s ability to pay. Such action should take
place well in advance of the loan charge coming into effect in April 2019.
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encouraging business rescue since 2002.

Law firm Watson Farley &

It may also make borrowing for small

Williams highlights the attractions

businesses harder to come by.

of the taxman’s move in the current

‘R3’s members report that HMRC

national climate. It says: ‘The policy

could do more to engage actively in

seems to be that, where tax has been

insolvency procedures, and at an earlier

collected from taxpayers (eg

stage,’ Lovell says, adding that the

employees, customers and

department could make fuller use of its

suppliers) by a business

wide-ranging toolkit to tackle abuse and

on behalf of HMRC, the

evasion instead of forcing its way up the

collections should be

creditor queue.

passed from the business

HMRC sees itself as an involuntary

to HMRC and not used,

creditor because it cannot choose the

say, to prop up the working capital

businesses it engages with. However,

requirements of a struggling business.

it could be argued that all suppliers

After all, why should the public coffers

to businesses are likewise involuntary

be used to help a business trade out of

creditors and have to take commercial

a precarious economic position?’

risks. Lovell says that putting the

However, some taxes have long been

taxman ahead of other creditors will

collected by businesses on behalf of

hugely increase the risks taken by small

HMRC, and that feature of the

enterprises trying to do business.

tax system would presumably
have been taken into account
for the 2002 legislation that

The timing of the move is perhaps

abolished Crown preference.

significant. A combination of rising

But it is perhaps today’s

insolvencies and growing concerns that

political and economic

some businesses are avoiding their

environment that is forcing through this

tax liabilities could add weight to the

change, even if the taxman stands to

argument that HMRC – and therefore

benefit by only £185m a year.

CPD

Taxpayers first

AB

ultimately the taxpayer – should be
ahead of other creditors.

Philip Smith, journalist

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.
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The view from
Gifty Enright FCCA, consultant, speaker and author of
best-selling self-help book for women
I have always been a very

the confidence of those you

organised and methodical

are working with and give

person. It was a straight-

an assurance that you can

to close the economic gender

forward decision to choose

deliver what is asked of you.

gap globally.

a career in accountancy

These skills have given me

Source: World Economic Forum

because I felt it lent itself

the confidence to walk into

to my personality. I chose

any business situation.

years

ACCA because it kept my

Gatwick debt and dividends

options open to work in both practice

I always wanted to run my own

Gatwick Airport has denied it used

and industry.

business and started a sports events

borrowings to pay dividends to its

management company from scratch.

shareholders. According to research

After completing my A-Levels in my

It was the most challenging thing I’ve

by the Financial Times, the business

native Ghana, I moved to England.

ever done. Project management in a

paid out £6.7bn in dividends – and

I’ve worked for the BBC and a range of

corporate environment is very different

has borrowed heavily – over the past

multinationals, including PwC and BP,

from running your own business where

decade. The airport, which had net debt

providing consulting services to help

many suppliers are blue collar.

of £2.5bn as of last September, has now

deliver transformation programmes.

been sold for £2.9bn by private equity

My first book, Octopus on a Treadmill:

firm Global Infrastructure Partners to

An ability to speak the language of

Women, Success, Health, Happiness,

Vinci. Gatwick Airport said it did not

both accountancy and IT was invaluable

was published a year ago. I was battling

use debt to fund dividends. It stated:

early in my career. While working as a

through some health challenges and

‘New debt funds our extensive capital

management accountant at Fujitsu, I

realised every professional working

investment programme. In the same

provided a bridge between finance and

woman has a right to the information

period we have paid out [£1.5bn], we

IT on an SAP implementation project.

I came across. My book helps working
women maintain a balance while

have invested over £2bn in the airport
to improve facilities, resulting in more

Good communication and stakeholder

spinning multiple plates. I was delighted

passengers using Gatwick and record

management skills are still fundamental

when it went to number five in Amazon’s

levels of passenger satisfaction.’

today. It’s so important to quickly win

self-help section.

FRC reviews easyJet
The reports and accounts of easyJet are
among those that have been reviewed
by the Financial Reporting Council.
The FRC conducts corporate reporting
reviews both on a random basis and
in response to specific complaints, but
does not reveal the reason why specific
companies have been chosen. Other
companies recently reviewed include
Hogg Robinson, Pinewood Group,
Telecom Plus and Trailfinders.
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I’ve always had to work for financial

It is so important
to quickly win the
confidence of those
you are working
with and give an
assurance that you
can deliver what is
asked of you

reasons, but now I can choose what I
want to do. I get a sense of satisfaction
from helping young women sidestep
some of the pitfalls I experienced.
Working practices are changing and it is
now a kinder environment for women.

AB

More information
Gifty Enright will be speaking at an
ACCA event celebrating International
Women’s Day in London on 8 March.
Visit events.accaglobal.com.
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Know the score
By using net promoter technology, businesses can gain a clearer
understanding of their customers’ views and improve their offering
How’s your company’s net promoter

at once, several times a year, Collin

score (NPS)? You may not have heard

says. Alternatives to NPS − such

of it before, but if you’ve answered

as a researcher phoning 5,000

a question on a website about your

people – would be a ‘nightmare’

levels of satisfaction with a product or

to organise, he adds.

service, you’ve probably taken part in

Also, when humans

an NPS survey.

carry out surveys

NPS is a method designed to

it can be hard to

measure customer satisfaction levels

remove the bias

online. The surveys can be done on

of asking a leading

a company’s website, by email or

question, and

through an app. Customers answer a

customers don’t always

simple question such as ‘How likely are

feel able to be completely

you to recommend our company to a

honest, Collin adds. With

friend?’, giving a score from zero to 10

NPS software, they tend to

(zero means they are extremely unlikely

be much more frank.

to recommend).
Based on the results, customers are

Feeling the pulse

put into three categories. The first is

Fat Llama, a London-based tech

‘promoter’ − those who give a business

startup that enables customers to rent

nine or 10 out of 10. These customers

their belongings to people nearby, is

tend to be loyal and enthusiastic,

a fan of NPS software. ‘The growth we

singing the company’s praises to friends

need occurs only when users truly love

and colleagues. They’re far more

a product,’ says Jamie Snedden, Fat

likely than others to stay with you and

Llama’s UK operations lead. Being able

increase their purchases over time. The

to feel the pulse of customers is critical,

second category is ‘passive’: they give

he adds.

the business a score of seven or eight

The company uses SatisMeter

and may be at risk of defecting to a rival.

software to carry out monthly surveys

great deal of time to read reports

Their referrals are likely to be qualified

of its customers. Snedden says that

and work out the effects of various

and less enthusiastic. The final category

the easy-to-use platform is flexible,

business activities, he says: ‘Businesses

is ‘detractor’: unhappy customers who

enabling it to adapt its surveys, and can

don’t even need to calculate the NPS

account for most of the negative word-

run email-only campaigns as well as in-

score themselves.’

of-mouth about a business.

product surveys.

‘NPS is a popular method for

Being asked for your feedback every

This simplicity makes NPS software

time you interact with a company can

businesses to get a snapshot of

popular among SMEs, says Mo Naser,

be annoying. But if the surveys are done

whether a customer or visitor is likely

sales and marketing director at

with a light touch and in moderation,

to recommend your business,’ says

SmartSurvey, which makes NPS survey

they can help businesses understand

Simon Collin, founder of software

software for companies including

their customers and improve service

company SightMill.

Microsoft, BP, Vodafone and Barclays.

and sales.

Because NPS surveys are done online,
it’s easy to survey thousands of people

AB

SmartSurvey’s single-score metric is
easy to interpret, so it doesn’t require a

Nick Huber, journalist
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Community spirit
A successful, cohesive and fulfilled society needs a thriving and sustainable business
ecosystem. A new sense of shared purpose is emerging, says Alison Sharpe
The 2008 global financial crisis and
ensuing economic hardship had a
profound effect on society, resetting
the way people view the motivations
of business. In the decade since, highprofile scandals, lapses in corporate
behaviour and environmental
catastrophes have damaged trust
in organisations of all kinds and
diverted attention away from
business’s crucial role as the
wealth engine of society.
Today, many believe
the purpose of
business is making money – with little
or no consideration for its wider impact,
especially on the poorest in society.
Despite numerous attempts to bridge
the trust divide, public scepticism
continues. This points to a much
deeper, perhaps systemic problem: a
‘disconnect’ between what business and
wider society expect of each other.
To close this disconnect, what’s
needed is a new ‘settlement’ between
business and civil society: a shared
sense of purpose that looks beyond the
generation of profits to the underlying
reasons that business exists. To
capture people’s hearts and
minds – and trust – organisations
need to show they care about
supporting people’s wellbeing and

every company must not only deliver

benefiting society.

financial performance, but also show

This sense of common purpose
helps people make sense of

how it makes a positive contribution
to society’.

how a business thinks and

62

why it does what it does. This impact

Guardians of the future

was articulated strikingly by Larry Fink,

Of course, progress towards this new

CEO of global investment managers

relationship will demand radical change.

BlackRock, in an open letter in January

Business will need to see itself as part of

2018. He wrote: ‘To prosper over time,

an interdependent and interconnected
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network that includes employees,

and values diversity’. FRC chairman Win

by society on big issues. What’s more,

customers, suppliers, government

Bischoff has commented: ‘To make sure

employees who become passionate

and more. It will have to connect with

the UK moves with the times, the new

about their organisation – its history,

people – including those disillusioned

Code considers economic and social

its contribution to society – become a

with business – at a deeper and more

issues and will help to guide the long-

powerful force driving it forwards.

meaningful level. And it will need a new

term success of UK businesses.’

kind of leader: guardians of the future

Privately owned businesses are also

While purpose may be relatively easy
to articulate, it can be much harder

with the courage and confidence to

in scope. The Wates principles – also

to put into effect in a fast-changing

make the world a better place, while

effective from 1 January in the UK – are

world. A brand refresh or enthusiastic

engaging with society in a way that’s not

designed to provide a governance

communication campaign just won’t cut

just transparent but authentic.

framework for large private companies

it. Purpose is an important statement

As well as being encouraged by shifts

to secure trust and confidence and

of an organisation’s desire, intent and

in society, the move to embrace purpose

benefit the economy and society in

core essence that people can unify

is also being driven by regulators. In

general. ‘Good corporate governance

around. So, the journey to purpose

the UK, for example, a new version of

is not about box-ticking,’ says James

is an evolutionary process aimed at

the Financial Reporting Council’s (FRC)

Wates, chairman of the Wates Group. ‘It

fundamentally transforming the business.

corporate governance code took effect

can only be achieved if companies think

on 1 January, calling

seriously about why they exist and how

must first understand why it exists and

for listed companies

they deliver on their purpose.’

what role it plays in society. This means

To embark on this journey, a business

asking itself – and maybe its employees

‘to establish a corporate
culture that is aligned with

The journey to purpose

the company purpose,

Ultimately, in developing a new sense

business strategy,

of purpose, organisations will need to

promotes integrity

reassess almost everything they’ve

– some challenging questions (see box).
The message is clear. Companies –
public or private – need to establish
an explicit purpose that contributes to

previously taken for granted.

wider society as well as generating value

Those that make this leap forward

for shareholders. The immediate catalyst

can expect to enjoy a number of

is public concern, but the impact is set

competitive advantages – not least

to last long into the future. Now is the

an enhanced reputation as a force

time for business to become purpose-

for good, the ability to attract, motivate

driven and help create a society that

and retain the best people, and more

works for everyone. As businesses

positive and fruitful relationships with

embark on this journey, the accounting

important groups.

profession has a key role to play. Are

As well as boosting business

you ready?

AB

performance, these attributes will
enable a business to be true to its

Alison Sharpe provides consulting and

own values, and mean it’s listened to

strategic communications services.

Do you measure up?
Businesses need to examine their purpose by asking the following questions:

*
*
*
*

Does your organisation know what it stands for in today’s context?

*
*

How often does your organisation engage its stakeholders around its purpose?

Does it have a coherent strategy to deliver on this commitment?
Is there clear oversight around how purpose will be delivered?
Has your organisation pinpointed which groups are affected by its activities and
how it responds to their needs?
Does your organisation monitor the effects of delivering on its purpose?
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The sound of silence
As the digital age continues its relentless march forward, learning how to listen to
others is the key to self-awareness and becoming a better leader, says Nick Marson
As ACCA has been highlighting, in the

Talking is being the master; listening is

Think, imagine, dream

future accountants will need highly

being the servant. It feels safer to talk

Silence forces us to think, imagine and

developed interpersonal skills – or

than to listen, so this will take practice.

dream. In your busy life, silence is a vital

emotional intelligence – if they are to

The skill of the silent leader is to

resource, like pure water: refreshing and

demonstrate the edge they retain over

create and hold spaces so that people

invigorating. It calms your body, turns

the robots (see also page 36).

can think about their thinking. Giving

the volume up on your inner thoughts

others a chance to think tells them that

and retunes you to your outer world.

age is to develop an understanding of

they, and their thoughts, matter. This

Your brain is chattering away to itself

their own and their team’s potential. To

engagement increases the quality of

in the quiet. It works in silent spaces to

meet this need, the time has come for

thinking that results in more innovation

organise information into neurons that

the silent leader. As Haemin Sunim, a

and better execution.

generate thoughts and actions. The

The challenge for leaders in a digital

writer in the Zen Buddhism tradition,

surface of the sea may look calm, but it

puts it, ‘Knowledge wants to talk, and

is never truly still.

wisdom wants to listen.’

Your brain uses a quiet default mode

The concept of the silent leader
is a paradox. How can you lead
without talking? But the silent leader
demonstrates an economy in talking
that engages followers and creates
a space for creativity. Yes, listening is
scary. To listen you need to be silent,
and it is easier to fill the space than to
hold the space. Talking means being in
control; listening is being out of control.

situated in the prefrontal cortex to allow

The skill of the
silent leader is
to create and
hold spaces so
that people can
think about
their thinking

you to reflect. In your reflective silences
your brain is busy integrating external
and internal data, constantly making
meaning from your experiences, fitting
you into your turning world. Finding
quiet places in your busy life allows you
to reflect deeply – in effect, to talk to
yourself, to get to know yourself better.
Self-awareness is the path to becoming
a better leader.

How to see the wood for the trees

Build trust

Being a better listener

Then there is the need to be quiet

*

Be aware of your inner thoughts and feelings. Listen outside your thoughts.

while you listen. It’s fascinating that the

Switch off your internal chatter.

Chinese picture for listening contains

*

Acknowledge your feelings in the moment. Don’t be judgmental. Diagnose

the symbols for eyes, ear and heart. Your

first, then prescribe.

silences in your coaching conversations

*
*

Listen to what is unsaid – the non-verbal language.

will show that you really are listening

Focus on catching the ball; don’t try to hit it straight back. Try to see the big

and that you care – your silence can

picture; don’t get bogged down in the detail.

build trust. You lead at the speed of

Being a silent leader
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trust and one conversation at a time.

*

Put a space in your diary for daily quiet reflection – some time to think. Stick to
that plan. Don’t let others distract you.

is a space,’ said the Austrian neurologist

*

Create informal spaces for your team to think together. Learning should be

and psychologist Viktor Frankl. ‘In

treated as a social activity.

that space is our power to choose

*

Hold regular two-minute silences in your leading-by-coaching conversations.

our response. In our response lies our

‘Between stimulus and response there

growth and our freedom.’
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Our ability to listen can be impaired
by distractions and a hectic daily life,
which means that sometimes we don’t
have time to care. The greeting in some
parts of Africa is ‘I see you’, to which the
reply is ‘I am here’. It seems the very act
of seeing someone and being present
with them brings them into existence.
People need to feel witnessed, to feel
heard and understood.

Lead by coaching
Conversations define our lives.
Coaching conversations are a reciprocal
exchange of thoughts and ideas. The
silences in coaching conversations
create the space for insights to emerge
that energise action. Organisations
benefit from developing a ‘leading-bycoaching’ culture to unlock the creative
minds of their people.

Your conscious mind
The miracle of your conscious mind
allows you to think, reflect and selfevaluate. Reflecting deeply can help you
solve problems by allowing new ideas to
surface and posing different questions.
As we journey through life, we should
keep a tight grip on our capacity for
stillness. The usefulness of a cup comes
from the space that it holds; out of our
stillness grows our conscious awakening
and power as a silent leader.

Becoming a listener
The challenge for leaders is to be better
listeners. Practising listening requires
self-mastery and discipline but will give
meaning and purpose to your work.
Silence gives you and your business a
competitive advantage. It may not be
tangible, but it has a powerful presence
and a distinctive quality.

AB

Nick Marson is a leadership coach
and author of Leading by coaching:
How to deliver impactful change one
conversation at a time.
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Credible non-financials
The growing demand for non-financial performance reporting makes a mechanism to
guarantee its credibility and comparability an ever more pressing need for businesses
In the past two decades integrated

itself pioneered a ‘core and more’

decisions, but also senior managers, and

reporting, sustainability reporting

corporate reporting approach that

even consumers and workers relying on

and disclosures on corporate social

would organise financial and non-

it to decide whether to buy products or

responsibility and environment,

financial information on the basis of

sign employment contracts.

social and governance issues (ESG)

users’ interests.

have all begun to find their way into
corporate reports as investors and

It’s not just investors who rely
on corporate information to make

Europe and the International Auditing

others have come to realise that

and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB),

organisations’ prospects are affected

experts agreed that while EER best

by non-financial factors as well as

practice has been established, the

by financial performance. As these

expertise to deliver it well, especially

emerging forms of external reporting

outside western Europe, is often lacking.

(EER) have multiplied, so too have calls

Initiatives aimed at promoting quality

for a system to assure users that the

non-financial reporting include an

non-financial information supplied is

EU directive of 2016, which requires

credible and of reliable quality.

companies with more than 500

Andrew Gambier, ACCA’s head

employees to report on ESG matters.

of audit and assurance, says there

Other initiatives include the Corporate

is growing demand for EER among

Reporting Dialogue, which seeks to

investors. ‘Among other things, EER

align the existing reporting frameworks

information enables them to assess

for non-financial information better.

the extent to which management is
keeping on top of emerging risks and
opportunities,’ he explains.
Hilde Blomme
FCCA, deputy CEO
of Accountancy
Europe, a federation

Gambier points to three key
developments contributing to
best practice in EER
assurance: enhanced
reporting on the United
Nations’ Sustainable
Development Goals

of 51 professional

(SDGs), climate-

organisations from

related financial

across Europe, says:

disclosures (notably

‘More companies

the 2017 call from

are seeking to

the Financial

obtain assurance

Stability Board’s

over non-financial

Task Force on

disclosures,

66

At a high-level meeting in Brussels
late last year, organised by Accountancy

Climate-Related

potentially as

Financial

part of their

Disclosures for

annual reports.’

companies

Accountancy

to estimate

Europe has

the financial
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impact of climate risks on their business),
and more transparency on tax strategies.
While environmental reporting has
been a feature for decades for some
organisations, particularly chemical
companies, the preoccupation with
paying a proportionate amount
of tax is an emerging corporate
responsibility issue.
Globally, though, non-financial

Key challenges your assurance provider will face

*
*
*
*

Governance and control need a robust system free from ‘material misstatement’.

*

Are the differences between limited and reasonable assurance understood?

Criteria should be relevant, complete, reliable, neutral and understandable.
Evaluating what should be included in a report is the hardest task.
Narrative and future-oriented information is more subjective than historical/
financial reporting.
And is limited assurance sufficient?

Source: IFAC

reporting is in its early stages,
so concrete assurance is hard to
apply. ‘There is a lack of robustness

Gambier believes there are questions

Middle East, India and Africa, that a

and comparability in non-financial

over how to apply materiality and

five-star system on assurance features

disclosures,’ says Blomme.

the difference between reasonable

may help explain what’s important in a

assurance and limited assurance.

company’s annual performance report.

Even within Europe, the take-up and
extent of EER is variable. In Italy, France

Delegates at the Brussels event

‘People don’t want to read detailed food

and Spain, for example, adoption

agreed annual reports contain far

hygiene reports when they go out to

levels are high, even compulsory, but

too much superfluous or ‘immaterial’

eat, but they’re happy to look at a food

other countries lag some way behind.

information, which can turn users

hygiene rating sticker in the doorway,’

Birgitte Mogensen, chair of the CSR

off. Gambier says: ‘Users will ignore

he points out. ‘Perhaps assurance could

committee at FSR, the association of

irrelevant information to an extent, but if

learn from greater accessibility.’

Danish auditors, says: ‘Only 17% of

there is too much they may be unable to

businesses – the big companies – use

find what is really important to them.’

EER in Denmark.’

He believes opposition to setting

Marek Grabowski, chair of the IAASB’s
EER task force, stresses that EER
accessibility and understanding is key,

standards on the basis that defining

and that the clock is ticking. ‘In 30 years’

Sparing with the detail

criteria is too difficult is a delaying tactic,

time, the world will look different,’ he

The IAASB believes any EER assurance

adding that everyone knows pollution

says. ’EER won’t be “emerging” forever;

guidance should not be overly detailed.

impact, for example, should be among

we already also call it “extended”

It aims to develop ‘non-authoritative’

the criteria. ‘For the most part company

external reporting.’

guidance (see box) using its existing

managers do know what users want to

revised ISAE 3000 assurance standard.

see,’ he says. ‘The challenge is finding a

laws emerge, it is clear that ultimately

way to force them to disclose it.’

it will be down to companies to pick up

Blomme agrees it is too early to
develop subject matter-specific
standards for EER assurance. However,

He agrees with Andrew Hobbs,
EY’s public policy leader for Europe,

Whether EER guidance, standards or

the ball and run with it. Richard Martin,
ACCA’s head of corporate reporting,

she expects the IAASB guidance to

says: ‘Regulators and standards-setters

prove ‘very helpful in increasing the

can set out objectives and principles, but

quality and reliability of non-financial
information and addressing challenges
arising in assurance practice’.
Gambier believes an assurance
standard would help those wary of
EER indicators. ‘It would help inspire
greater confidence in EER, which might
encourage more people to engage with
the information and give management a
greater incentive to do EER well,’ he says.
The IAASB’s EER project has identified
several challenges for EER assurance.

Whether guidance,
standards or laws
emerge, it is clear
that ultimately it
will be down to
companies to pick
up the EER ball and
run with it

good application must first and foremost
come from companies being persuaded
to do it.’ He believes such practice will
be driven by the market, peer pressure
between companies, surveys and
stakeholders asking questions.

AB

Liz Newmark, journalist in Brussels
More information
Read about the IAASB’s guidance
project at bit.ly/EER-guidance
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How a Network can benefit all of our wealth
Across generations, and among our friends

Charlotte Ransom
Chief Executive Officer

netwealth.com

I

t’s not uncommon for organisations to allow
families to club together to earn generous discounts:
consider the Network Railcard, National Trust family
memberships and the multi-user options on
streaming service Netflix. Yet those who want to
save or invest as a family have been poorly served
by the traditional wealth management industry.
At Netwealth, we aim to make investing a family
affair by allowing clients to invite their partner,
children, siblings and friends into their ‘Network’
– while each Network member’s portfolio remains
independent and private. Once in the Network,
the percentage fee clients pay is based on the
combined value of their contributions, not on their
individual pots.

Pool assets, but keep individual
savings goals
The Netwealth Network was born out of a wish to
help my family – not only my husband and children,
but my parents as well. The Network is a powerful
tool to help people invest efficiently across the
generations.
Aggregating assets helps to drive down annual
fees, while each member of the Network can still
pursue the financial goals that best suit their age
and requirements. What’s more, the minimum
investment amount, which is usually £50,000, drops
to £5,000 for a Network member.
Particularly in a low interest rate environment, the
potential for family groups or close friends to drive
costs down while still pursuing their own investment
agenda should come as a unique and welcome

Wealth management as it should be

change. Yet no traditional wealth manager currently
offers this service.

traditional wealth managers, he would be unable
to invest in this way at all.

An example: considerable savings
on fees from the outset

By investing with the Netwealth Network, the
four family members would annually save a
combined £5,765 in fees compared to the
average UK wealth manager costs. If we assume
annual investment returns of 6%, due to the
compounding effect of fee savings, over a 10-year
period the combined portfolios would be better
off at Netwealth by over £85,000.

Let’s say that Mary opens a Netwealth account
with £250,000. She would pay an all-in annual fee
of 0.85% – already far lower than the average UK
wealth manager’s charge. She invites her husband
and mother to the Network and they add an ISA of
£75,000 and a SIPP pension of £175,000
respectively, reducing the all-in annual feel to 0.70%.
Mary’s son could also be added to the Network
and open an ISA for £5,000, benefitting from the
same 0.70% fee as the rest of the Network. He
could also increase his savings from as little as
£100 a month.

The result: over £85,000 better
off in 10 years

A unique offering – investment
freedom with quickly realised fee
benefits
Our Network offering is unique in the UK. No other
provider currently offers a single aggregate fee
level across family members and friends, while still
allowing each individual account holder to pursue
their own financial goals. It’s time to share the
economies of scale where it matters most.

In this illustration, the family Network is paying
Netwealth an investment management fee of
0.35%. There are also the estimated underlying
fund costs of 0.30% per annum and estimated
annual trading costs of 0.05%. This brings the
all-in annual charges to 0.70%.
If the same family invested individually via a
traditional wealth manager, Mary and her husband
would each pay an average annual fee of 1.86%,
according to research by Numis Securities – more
than 2.5 times the all-in charge at Netwealth.

Watch our Netwealth Network video to find out
more at netwealth.com/networkbenefits

What’s more, as her son’s £5,000 falls well below
the minimum investment threshold set by

Please remember that when investing your
capital is at risk.

The view from
Duncan Orme FCCA, operational director of finance and
procurement at Nottingham University Hospital
Nottingham University

to determine if the cost

Hospital (NUH) is one of the

of care delivered across

largest teaching hospitals

Nottinghamshire can

£57m

in the UK, with over 14,500

be identified and linked

special educational needs spending

staff, a turnover of £987m

to outcomes. One aim

that London faces.

and 1.3 million patient

is to identify how care

Source: Local Government Chronicle

contacts a year. I report

can be improved for the

to the CFO and lead a

The amount of annual shortfall in

45,000 patients with Type

team of 167 – including 38 qualified

2 diabetes. Information of this level

New C&AG

accountants – providing the full range

requires careful management to ensure

Gareth Davies has been appointed the

of financial management services. I am

patient confidentiality is maintained

new comptroller and auditor general

also a council member of the Healthcare

and data protection regulations are

and chief executive of the National

Costing for Value Institute.

followed. The use of this granular

Audit Office. He takes over in May, when

level of information in the NHS has

Amyas Morse retires after completing

Each patient’s costs are separately

transformed the accountant’s role

his 10-year term. Davies is currently

identified in a database of 250 million

to become a trusted member of the

head of public services at Mazars and

costed items. This includes tests,

clinician’s team caring for their patients.

is a former managing director for audit

medicines, theatre consumables, plus

practice at the Audit Commission.

the clinical time in wards, theatres

Delivering our services with

and clinics. This provides a uniquely

constrained resources continues to

Councils’ financial instability

powerful database which, in addition to

dominate our work, with a savings

The first ever financial resilience index

providing an income and expenditure

target of £41m in our plan this year.

from public sector professional institute

statement for each patient, can be

As our clinical colleagues manage the

Cipfa has indicated that 10%–15%

aggregated by disease type and

anticipated surge this winter, we have

of English local authorities are at risk

clinician to support the continuous

also commenced planning for the next.

of financial instability. The index’s

improvement of patient care.

indicators include reserves depletion
ACCA’s Health Network and the

time, level of reserves, change in

Part of my role is to ensure NHS

Healthcare Finance Managers

reserves, council budget flexibility, and

hospitals’ clinical business units receive

Association both provide great

council tax to net revenue expenditure.

the information necessary to provide

opportunities for health sector

Rated on these measures, the majority

safe, effective and efficient care. My

accountants to hone their professional

of councils were found to be in a stable

day is typically divided between working

skills and grow a network. Last October

financial position, and not showing signs

with clinicians to identify improvements

I spoke at a conference of healthcare

of financial failure in spite of having to

to patient care; developing plans with

accountants in Sydney where I had

deal with severe budget cuts. However,

partners from other health and social

the opportunity to see how similar the

a minority of councils displayed

care organisations; and ensuring that

challenges in our industry are, despite

some signs of financial stability risk. A

our back-office services remain among

the differences in funding models.

National Audit Office report on financial

the most efficient in the NHS.

sustainability in local authorities in 2018
Away from the office I keep bees and

indicated a heightened risk of councils

I am currently working with partners

race my classic sailing boat in North

falling into special financial measures

in primary care, social care and

Wales. I am also co-authoring a guide to

over the next four years.

neighbouring hospitals on a pilot

clinical business acumen.

AB
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Bowled over
As a professional accountant and amateur cricketer, Nottinghamshire Cricket Club FD
Tim Eatherington FCCA is living the dream of a starring career role in his favourite sport
When he landed the FD position at

a professional finance person. So when

competition starting in 2020 is ‘set to

Nottinghamshire County Cricket

the opportunity came up here, I didn’t

rival all of the best competitions on

Club in 2014, Tim Eatherington, now

hesitate.’ The club was established in

the global stage’, Eatherington says.

the club’s director of finance and

1838, and since his appointment five

Perhaps even more importantly, more

development, must have felt like he’d

years ago Eatherington has enjoyed

money is coming into the game from

just hit a match-winning six.

‘helping such a historical organisation

the sale of broadcasting rights. The

‘I love sport and cricket, and I’m

find its way in the modern world’.

England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB)

Nottingham born and bred,’ he says.

This is an interesting time for

‘I’m very much an amateur cricketer and

70

cricket. The new form of the domestic

has signed a £1.1bn deal with Sky and
the BBC for five years starting in 2020.
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Trent Bridge ground, developing a new

County games are another matter.

media centre with a hospitality facility,

‘We’re more likely to have hundreds,’

which is expected to open by the end of

Eatherington says. However, one-day

March 2019.

domestic cup competitions will attract

While the ECB funding is important,

higher numbers – 3,000 to 4,000, and

around half the club’s income comes

significantly more for the T20 Blast. ‘We

from international games, which are

have the highest average attendance

awarded by the ECB following a

outside of London for that,’ he says.

competitive tender process.
‘We presented in London in January

The road to Trent Bridge

2018, and in early 2018 got our award,

Eatherington’s financial services

covering games from 2020 to 2024,’

course at Nottingham Trent University

Eatherington says. ‘From a business

included a placement at Midland HR

point of view, we’re quite fortunate in

(now rebranded as MHR), a software

that, in terms of the big chunks of our

group based in Nottingham. When

income streams, I could probably write

Eatherington graduated, the then FD

them down today and tell you what they

recruited him full-time and he spent 11

£13m

will be. They are relatively predictable.

years moving into ever more senior roles

Expected club revenue for the year

If it’s an India Test match starting on a

in various group companies, gaining

ended September 2018

Thursday, we know what the ticket price

his ACCA Qualification along the way. ‘I

will be and the appetite for tickets.’

pinged up the ladder, from management

i

Basics

100

Revenues may be predictable, but

accounts to finance manager to FD

there is still volatility year to year. For

designate to FD and ultimately MD,’ he

example, for the year ending September

says. He then moved to a fresh produce

7,000–8,000

2017, the club reported a pre-tax profit

supplier in Lincolnshire, before spotting

Average club membership

of £279,000, after a pre-tax loss of

the FD vacancy at Nottinghamshire

£741,000 in 2016 and a profit in 2015 of

County Cricket Club.

Permanent employees

1899

£1,180,636. The key differentiating factor

Trent Bridge hosted its first Test

between the years? Trent Bridge did not

Eatherington subsequently took on

match: England v Australia

host a Test match in 2016.

responsibility for cricket development.

Having joined the club as a pure FD,

‘If people aren’t playing it, they’re

The guaranteed sell-out

probably not watching it, and we’re not

Such fluctuations aren’t necessarily a

going to get the players we need in

apportion elements of that money back

problem, just a fact of county cricket

future,’ he says. He is also now a trustee

to the game, back to the grass roots,’

life. ‘If during a four-year cycle our

of the Trent Bridge Community Sports

Eatherington says. ‘The ECB has been

average surplus is at an acceptable

Trust and recently took on responsibility

in consultation with all the first-class

level, the movements within it are

for the club’s heritage.

counties. We’ve all been on various

less important,’ Eatherington says. ‘In

working parties looking at where we

2016 there was no Test match, so that

confined by their sector experience. ‘I’ve

should be investing money.’ Women’s

was a large proportion of income we

worked in a software house, a carrot-

and girls’ cricket are likely beneficiaries.

couldn’t replace. In 2015, when we had

packing factory and an international

our record surplus, we had an Ashes

cricket ground,’ he says. ‘They’re all

coming to us from 2020 onwards, so we

Test – that’s your guaranteed sell-out, at

different, but ultimately they’re all trying

have choices to make,’ Eatherington

premium prices.’

to make a really strong product, with

‘The ECB has a responsibility to

‘We know we’ve got significant money

says. ‘There’s a lot of project appraisal

The financials for 2018 will be strong

He advises accountants not to feel

good quality and a good price. If you’re

going on. Is the money best spent on a

again, helped by a Test match against

a finance professional, you can apply

revised pavilion? Or on better changing

India, which sold well. Test matches

your knowledge to anything.’

facilities? Or membership facilities?’

traditionally sell out at the Trent Bridge

The club has already invested in its

ground, which has a capacity of 17,000.

AB

Sarah Perrin, journalist
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Star quality
Giving an Oscar-worthy performance isn’t just for actors, but making an impact in a
virtual meeting requires planning and plenty of practice, says Helena Brewer
Technology has opened up a new world

company jargon will be understood by

close-up. Small habits, such as rubbing

of virtual meetings, training sessions,

everyone involved. However, if clients

your ear or flicking your hair, will be

webinars and job interviews, giving us

or contractors are joining the meeting

magnified and very distracting. If you

the freedom to join in from the office,

you may need to watch your language.

haven’t watched yourself before, it’s a

home or elsewhere.

Make sure your choice of words is

good idea to do so now!

You may be working with a team

quirky expressions that may require you

you want to look natural and reading

you rarely meet face-to-face, so it’s

using up time giving an English lesson.

from a screen is most likely to make you

I once listened to an important

look robotic. Be as familiar as possible

needed to go live on the small screen.

meeting, which started with the finance

with what you need to say; if it helps,

Here are some suggestions to help you.

director giving a project status update to

put a few bullet-point reminders on the

staff and contractors around the world.

edge of your screen that you can see at

Check all your kit works

Her cricketing metaphor confused the

a glance.

If you are using unfamiliar software to

Latin Americans and a particularly old-

deliver a presentation or run a meeting,

fashioned saying had everyone under 30

Get the lighting right

ensure that you make time for a trial

scratching their heads.

How well-lit is your room? If you

run-through to help you avoid any

are sitting in near darkness, all your

glitches; there are free tutorials with

Watch your body language

audience will see is your face, which

most software. In addition, you may

You could well be sitting in the same

will look ever so slightly sci-fi. If

want to record the meeting and share

chair for a while so make sure you are

there’s bright sunlight shining at you, it

with colleagues unable to attend; again,

comfortable; good back support will

may have you screwing up your eyes

practise using the technology in advance.

help. Also, check the position of your

or creating a shadow figure behind

laptop or camera in relation to where

you. This can be distracting for those

Handle interaction

you are sitting so you are aware how

watching, so you may need to close

If you will be handling audience

much of you can be seen.

blinds and adjust the lighting.

questions, decide how the attendees

Movement is tricky: if you lean

will interact with you. Will people

forward towards the camera, the

Welcome participants

unmute to ask a question? If so, you

audience will receive an unexpected

Providing a brief introduction about

need a strategy for handling those who

you and the purpose of the event

talk for too long! Most packages have

helps settle attendees. If you have

a text-based option so you can see

more than 20 attending, it may not

questions coming in. Looking at these

be possible to allow time for them

while presenting is a challenge; consider

to introduce themselves. However,

having a colleague review the questions
as they arrive and identify themes.
You can also pause for questions as
you complete a key section to confirm
participants’ understanding.

Choose words carefully
In most situations, particularly work

Avoid quirky
expressions that
may require
you using up
time giving an
English lesson

meetings, the professional and in-

72

Using notes can be difficult. Ideally

spread across the globe whom
important to ensure you have the skills

CPD

appropriate for the audience: avoid

if it is a business meeting, a small
conference or an interview, it is
definitely worth knowing who else
is there. Allow time for introductions
as simple as name, position and
company. This will assist you in
knowing if all key stakeholders have
joined and, if not, if they have sent a
representative instead.
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Ensure the sound is good

Top tips for an award-winning performance

This is the biggest issue when

1. Make sure you are familiar with the software you’ll be using. You don’t want to be

delivering on the small screen: you
need to check in with your audience
and determine that they can actually
there are sometimes surprisingly loud
background noises.
If you can control muting attendees,
then do so. If not, then encourage
them to mute themselves while
listening. There may be times when,
despite all the checks, the signal just
isn’t good enough.
Be prepared to redeliver key points
at the end of the session. It’s also good
to reassure people that a recording will
be made available.

colleague to help you manage the process.
3. Watch your language! Avoid colloquial sayings that may confuse your global

CPD

hear you. When joining virtual meetings,

fumbling on the day.
2. For Q&As, where lots of questions will be typed in, you should ideally have a

audience and waste time.
4. Check your body language. If you are sitting comfortably with the
camera positioned correctly, you are most likely to look your best and
come across professionally.
5. Adjust lighting so that you don’t look like a sci-fi creature emerging from the
gloom or washed out by bright sunlight.
6. Plan introductions appropriate for the size of audience and type of event.
You may want everyone to introduce themselves – if so, make sure you
have the time.
7. Be ready for problems with audio and make a back-up recording in case some
participants have major problems.
8. Have a blank wall behind you if possible and, whatever happens, make sure you
don’t have confidential information visible.

What you are sharing?
While you are focusing on the camera
you may forget to check behind you. A

Kelly found when on air from home,

Helena Brewer is from Toastmasters

clean background is best.

when his toddler, older child and

International, a not-for-profit

wife unexpectedly joined him. (It’s

organisation that has provided

worth Googling.)

communication and leadership skills

If you work in an office with glass
screens, walls and doors, it can be
distracting for your audience to have

By following the suggestions
above, you will improve your

to clean away any confidential

performance on the small screen

information that might be on a

and become more comfortable

whiteboard behind you.
Someone walking into your
room is worse, as journalist Robert

delivering in this way. As a result, you
will undoubtedly increase your future
opportunities to star!

AB

since 1924 through a worldwide network
of clubs.

people walking past. Also remember

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd.
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Bank Base Rates

Date
8.10.98
5.11.98
10.12.98
7.1.99
4.2.99
8.4.99
10.6.99
8.9.99
4.11.99
13.1.00
10.2.00
8.2.01
5.4.01
10.5.01
2.8.01
18.9.01
4.10.01
8.11.01
6.2.03
10.7.03
10.7.03
6.11.03

Rate
7.25%
6.75%
6.25%
6.00%
5.50%
5.25%
5.00%
5.25%
5.50%
5.75%
6.00%
5.75%
5.50%
5.25%
5.00%
4.75%
4.50%
4.00%
3.75%
3.50%
3.50%
3.75%

Date
5.2.04
6.5.04
10.6.04
5.8.04
4.8.05
3.8.06
9.11.06
11.1.07
10.5.07
5.7.07
6.12.07
7.2.08
10.4.08
8.10.08
6.11.08
4.12.08
8.1.09
5.2.09
5.3.09
4.8.16
2.11.17
2.8.18

Mortgage Rates

Date
1.11.01
1.12.01
1.3.03
1.8.03
1.12.03
1.3.04
1.6.04
1.7.04
1.9.04
1.9.05
1.9.06
1.12.06
1.2.07
1.6.07

Rate
6.25%
5.75%
5.65%
5.50%
5.75%
6.00%
6.25%
6.50%
6.75%
6.50%
6.75%
7.00%
7.25%
7.50%

Rate
4.00%
4.25%
4.50%
4.75%
4.50%
4.75%
5.00%
5.25%
5.50%
5.75%
5.50%
5.25%
5.00%
4.50%
3.00%
2.00%
1.50%
1.00%
0.50%
0.25%
0.50%
0.75%

Source: Barclays

Date
1.8.07
1.1.08
1.3.08
1.5.08
1.11.08
1.12.08
1.1.09
1.2.09
1.3.09
1.4.09
4.1.11
1.10.16
1.12.17
6.8.18

Rate
7.75%
7.50%
7.25%
7.00%
6.50%
5.00%
4.75%
4.50%
4.00%
3.50%
3.99%
3.74%
3.99%
4.24%

Existing Borrowers - Source: Halifax

Retail Prices Index

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2003
178.4
179.3
179.9
181.2
181.5
181.3
181.3
181.6
182.5
182.6
182.7
183.5

2004
183.1
183.8
184.6
185.7
186.5
186.8
186.8
187.4
188.1
188.6
189.0
189.9

13th January 1987 = 100

2005
188.9
189.6
190.5
191.6
192.0
192.2
192.2
192.6
193.1
193.3
193.6
194.1

% Annual Inflation

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2013
3.3%
3.2%
3.3%
2.9%
3.1%
3.3%
3.1%
3.3%
3.2%
2.6%
2.6%
2.7%

2014
2.8%
2.7%
2.5%
2.5%
2.4%
2.6%
2.5%
2.4%
2.3%
2.3%
2.0%
1.6%

2006
193.4
194.2
195.0
196.5
197.7
198.5
198.5
199.2
200.1
200.4
201.1
202.7

2007
201.6
203.1
204.4
205.4
206.2
207.3
206.1
207.3
208.0
208.9
209.7
210.9

2015
1.1%
1.0%
0.9%
0.9%
1.0%
1.0%
1.0%
1.1%
0.8%
0.7%
1.1%
1.2%

February 2019
Figures compiled on 8th January 2019

2008
209.8
211.4
212.1
214.0
215.1
216.8
216.5
217.2
218.4
217.7
216.0
212.9

2016
1.3%
1.3%
1.6%
1.3%
1.4%
1.6%
1.9%
1.8%
2.0%
2.0%
2.2%
2.5%

2009
210.1
211.4
211.3
211.5
212.8
213.4
213.4
214.4
215.3
216.0
216.6
218.0

2017
2.6%
3.2%
3.1%
3.5%
3.7%
3.5%
3.6%
3.9%
3.9%
4.0%
3.9%
4.1%

HM Revenue & Customs Rates
“OFFICIAL RATE”*

Effective Date
1.3.09
6.4.10
6.4.14
6.4.15
6.4.17

Rate
4.75%
4.00%
3.25%
3.00%
2.50%

*Benefits in Kind: Loans to employees
earning £8,500+ - official rate of interest.
Official rate for loans in foreign currencies: Yen:
3.9% w.e.f. 6.6.94; Swiss F: 5.5% w.e.f. 6.7.94
(previously 5.7% w.e.f. 6.6.94).

INTEREST ON UNPAID / OVERPAID
INHERITANCE TAX

Effective Date
29.9.09
23.8.16
21.11.17

Rate
3.00%/0.50%
2.75%/0.50%
3.00%/0.50%

up to £100K
£100K+ 0-1 mth
£100K+ 1-3 mth
£100K+ 3-6 mth
£100K+ 6-9 mth
£100K+ 9-12 mth

w.e.f. 6.3.09
0.00% (0.00%)
0.00% (0.00%)
0.75% (0.00%)
0.75% (0.00%)
0.75% (0.00%)
0.75% (0.00%)

2010
217.9
219.2
220.7
222.8
223.6
224.1
223.6
224.5
225.3
225.8
226.8
228.4

2018
4.0%
3.6%
3.3%
3.4%
3.3%
3.4%
3.2%
3.5%
3.3%
3.3%
3.2%

Source: ONS

INTEREST ON LATE PAID
INCOME TAX, CGT, STAMP DUTY
AND STAMP DUTY RESERVE

Effective Date
27.1.09
24.3.09
29.9.09
23.8.16
21.11.17

Rate
3.50%
2.50%
3.00%
2.75%
3.00%

Effective Date
6.11.08
6.12.08
6.1.09
27.1.09
29.9.09

Rate
2.25%
1.50%
0.75%
0.00%
0.50%

INTEREST ON OVERPAID
INCOME TAX, CGT, STAMP DUTY
AND STAMP DUTY RESERVE

Certificates of Tax Deposit

w.e.f. 6.2.09
0.00% (0.00%)
0.00% (0.00%)
1.00% (0.50%)
1.00% (0.50%)
1.00% (0.50%)
0.75% (0.25%)

w.e.f. 9.1.09
0.00% (0.00%)
0.00% (0.00%)
1.50% (0.75%)
1.25% (0.50%)
1.25% (0.50%)
1.25% (0.50%)

Encashment rates shown in brackets. Above rates are paid gross but are liable to tax.

Late Payment of Commercial Debts

From
1.7.17
1.1.18

LIBOR
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

To
30.12.17
30.6.18

Rate
8.25%
8.50%

From
1.7.18
1.1.19

To
31.12.18
30.6.19

Rate
8.50%
8.75%

The Late Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) Act 1998
For contracts from 1.11.98 to 6.8.02 the rate applying is the Bank of England
Base Rate that was in place on the day the debt came overdue plus 8%.

2015
0.56%
0.56%
0.57%
0.57%
0.57%
0.58%
0.58%
0.59%
0.58%
0.58%
0.57%
0.59%

2016
0.59%
0.59%
0.59%
0.59%
0.59%
0.56%
0.49%
0.39%
0.38%
0.40%
0.38%
0.37%

2017
0.36%
0.36%
0.34%
0.33%
0.29%
0.31%
0.29%
0.28%
0.34%
0.40%
0.52%
0.52%

2018
0.52%
0.58%
0.71%
0.71%
0.61%
0.67%
0.79%
0.80%
0.80%
0.82%
0.89%
0.73%

3 MONTH INTERBANK - closing rate on last day of month

The Late Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) Regulations 2002
For contracts from 7.8.02 the rate is set for a six month period by taking the
Bank of England Base Rate on 30 June and 31 December and adding 8%.

Courts
ENGLISH COURTS

2011
229.0
231.3
232.5
234.4
235.2
235.2
234.7
236.1
237.9
238.0
238.5
239.4

2012
238.0
239.9
240.8
242.5
242.4
241.8
242.1
243.0
244.2
245.6
245.6
246.8

2013
245.8
247.6
248.7
249.5
250.0
249.7
249.7
251.0
251.9
251.9
252.1
253.4

2014
252.6
254.2
254.8
255.7
255.9
256.3
256.0
257.0
257.6
257.7
257.1
257.5

2015
255.4
256.7
257.1
258.0
258.5
258.9
258.6
259.8
259.6
259.5
259.8
260.6

2016
258.8
260.0
261.1
261.4
262.1
263.1
263.4
264.4
264.9
264.8
265.5
267.1

2017
265.5
268.4
269.3
270.6
271.7
272.3
272.9
274.7
275.1
275.3
275.8
278.1

2018
276.0
278.1
278.3
279.7
280.7
281.5
281.7
284.2
284.1
284.5
284.6

Source: ONS

% Change Average Weekly Earnings
2014
1.5%
2.3%
1.8%
-1.4%
0.6%
0.4%
0.5%
0.8%
1.5%
2.0%
1.8%
2.7%

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Whole GB economy unadjusted
*Provisional

2015
1.4%
0.6%
4.4%
2.9%
2.9%
2.2%
3.8%
3.3%
2.2%
2.0%
2.2%
1.9%

2014
560.2
577.4
575.6
577.5
601.2
603.1
614.0
602.0
605.3
600.4
606.9
600.2

2015
615.3
615.4
620.0
642.6
643.0
659.9
657.1
665.6
656.3
660.6
659.2
660.2

All Houses (January 1983 = 100)

Exchange Rates

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

YEN
132
143
172
178
161
139
149

MARCH
US$ SFr
1.60 1.44
1.52 1.44
1.67 1.47
1.48 1.44
1.44 1.38
1.25 1.25
1.40 1.34

2017
1.7%
2.4%
2.6%
1.3%
2.1%
2.9%
1.7%
2.4%
3.0%
2.5%
2.5%
3.2%

2018
2.8%
2.3%
2.6%
2.6%
2.5%
2.1%
3.3%
3.5%
2.8%
4.2%*

2016
680.0
667.8
688.9
692.9
699.1
717.8
708.6
692.5
692.5
701.0
702.1
704.7

2017
705.4
699.5
708.1
718.8
723.5
722.1
723.6
727.9
725.1
726.0
727.1
712.3

2018
719.2
715.0
736.8
720.3
734.7
749.3
755.8
748.2
726.4
737.0
722.0

Figures include bonuses and arrears
Source: ONS

House Price Index

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2016
2.8%
1.2%
2.3%
3.0%
2.4%
2.4%
2.6%
2.1%
2.6%
2.9%
3.1%
1.9%

Source: Halifax

on last working day

€
1.20
1.18
1.21
1.38
1.26
1.17
1.14

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

DECEMBER
YEN US$ SFr
139 1.62 1.48
173 1.65 1.47
186 1.56 1.54
178 1.48 1.47
143 1.23 1.25
151 1.35 1.32
140 1.28 1.26

Income Support Mortgage Rate

Effective Date Rate

17.6.07
12.8.07
13.1.08

7.08%
7.33%
7.08%

Effective Date Rate

16.3.08
18.5.08
16.11.08

6.83%
6.58%
6.08%

€
1.23
1.20
1.28
1.36
1.17
1.13
1.11

Effective Date Rate

1.10.10
6.7.15
18.6.17

3.63%
3.12%
2.61%

From 1.10.10 the standard interest rate will be the BoE published
monthly avge mortgage interest rate. Can claim mortgage interest
on, up to £200,000 of the motgage. Waiting period 39 weeks.

SCOTTISH COURTS

Decrees: Court of Session & Sheriff Courts 8% w.e.f. 1.4.93 (previously
Judgment Debts: High Court (& w.e.f. 1.7.91 County Courts) 8% w.e.f.
15% w.e.f. 16.8.85).
1.4.93 (previously 15% w.e.f. 16.4.85).

NORTHERN IRISH COURTS
Funds in Court: Special Rate (persons under disability) 0.5% w.e.f.
1.7.09 (previously 1.5% w.e.f. 1.6.09). Basic Rate (payment into court) Judgment Debts: High Court: 8% w.e.f. 19.4.93 (previously 15% w.e.f.
2.9.85). County Court 8% w.e.f. 19.4.93 (previously 15% w.e.f. 19.5.85).
0.1% w.e.f. 6.6.16 (previously 0.3% w.e.f. 1.7.09).
Interest on amounts awarded in Magistrate Courts 7% w.e.f. 3.9.84.
Interest in Personal Injury cases: Future Earnings - none. Pain &
Suffering - 2%. Special Damages: same as “Special Rate” - see Funds ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES
in Court above (½ Special Rate payable from date of accident to date England & Wales: Interest on General Legacies: 0.1% w.e.f. 6.6.16 (previously 0.3% w.e.f. 1.7.09). Interest on Statutory Legacies (for deaths
of judgment).
before 1 October 2014): 6% w.e.f. 1.10.83 (previously 7% w.e.f.
Interest Rate on Confiscation Orders in Crown & Magistrates Courts: 15.9.77): Interest on Fixed Net Sums (for deaths from 1 October 2014):
Bank of England rate at date of death (currently 0.50%) w.e.f. 2.11.17.
same rate as applies to High Court Judgment Debts.

All rates and terms are subject to change without notice and should be checked before finalising any arrangement. No liability can be accepted for any direct or
consequential loss arising from the use of, or reliance upon, this information. Readers who are not financial professionals should seek expert advice.

Data specially compiled for

by www.moneyfactsgroup.co.uk

The UK’s largest provider of savings and mortgage data

Tel: 01603 476476

Serving on committees
Have you considered giving something back to the profession? Tamara Etzmuss-Noble
explains how you can, by serving on ACCA’s regulatory and disciplinary committees
A professional body exists

regulatory decisions in the

to support its members and

public interest. All panel

ensure they are respected

members are bound by

and trusted. Integral to that

a code of conduct, which

trust is a robust regulatory

makes clear the importance

process that includes

of principles such as integrity

independent adjudication.

and objectivity.
Panel members eligible

So when ACCA receives
a complaint against a

to sit on ACCA committees

member, or a member or

are expected to do so

firm is considered to have

approximately 12 to 15 times

fallen short of the required

a year – sufficient to maintain

standard, the regulatory

competence but not so
frequently that it interferes

processes that ensue are of
the utmost importance.
ACCA investigates

a Disciplinary Committee.
Committees are drawn from

(such as audit) is needed.

with other responsibilities.

Of course, ACCA must

They are also expected to

complaints, monitors the

a panel; panel members are

ensure it has the right

attend occasional meetings

performance of practising

also eligible to sit on the

people on the panel at any

and training sessions.

firms and, where appropriate,

Appeal Committee, Health

point in time. This is the

arranges for hearings to

Committee and Interim

responsibility of ACCA’s

The rewards

take place. But regulatory

Orders Committee.

Appointments Board – a

Fees and expenses are

decisions and findings must

Committees must

board of independent

paid for attending hearings

be made independently of

comprise at least three

decision-makers (all lay

and meetings. In addition,

the ACCA executive – by

people, and require a lay

people) that has the power

committee members say

regulatory and disciplinary

majority (ie at least two

to appoint and remove panel

they gain a great deal

committees. For example,

members of the committee

members and that appraises

from the role. ‘To judge on

decisions to restrict

are non-accountants). But an

their performance. Each

people’s future careers is

members’ authorisation to

accountant is also required

panel member is initially on

no small responsibility,’ says

practise are made by an

to sit on the committee to

a contract of up to five years

one panel member. ‘We

Admissions and Licensing

provide relevant expertise.

(which may be renewed up

have to make a judgment

Committee; findings of

In certain cases, expertise in

to a total of 10 years).

in the best interests of the

misconduct are made by

a particular area of practice

profession while giving due

Required qualities

regard to the public interest.

Committee members

This is what I have enjoyed

come from a variety of

the most – a sense of real

In April, ACCA will embark on a recruitment exercise, which

backgrounds, and those

ownership and responsibility

will include a number of committee chairmen and accountant

who are accountants work in

in promoting fairness.’

committee members. If you are interested, look out for

various different sectors. But

opportunities posted to the website. (You can even register

they share a commitment

Tamara Etzmuss-Noble

your interest in advance.) More information about committees

to maintaining professional

is operations manager

and hearings is available at bit.ly/ACCA-discip-reg.

standards and understand

in ACCA’s Standards

what it means to make

department.

Opportunities coming up

AB
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You’re hired!
In today’s fast-changing business world, apprenticeships offer a great way for
employers to bring in and develop the finance skills needed for the future
the personal attributes

Motivated teams

pace of change is a huge

researching the skills that

needed for success – the

One way of addressing the

upheaval for all, and

professional accountants

seven professional quotients

attraction and retention of the

finance directors and CFOs

need through its report

(see bit.ly/ACCA-driv-fut).

team members of the future

face their own particular

Drivers of change and future

challenges. The trick is

skills, which also identifies

Adapting to the current

ACCA has been

Identifying this expertise

is via government-funded

is one thing; creating a

apprenticeship programmes.

identifying what changes

workspace that attracts,

Over 90% of businesses

will have the most impact

rewards and enhances them

that employ apprentices say

on your business and how

is quite another. Those

that apprenticeships lead

you can best prepare

starting out in finance tend

to a more motivated and

for them.

to focus on developing their

satisfied workforce, with

One way to do this is to

careers and attaining new

employees contributing to

ensure you are developing

capabilities. According to

apprentices’ training and

a modern finance team.

ACCA research Generation

valuing the chance to help.

This includes assessing

Next, millennials say the

Apprenticeships also offer

what skills you will

most important factors

enormous potential for

need to face the

in attracting them to a

employers and can be the

future, and considering

particular employer are

first step towards hiring the

what you can do to

the chance to learn new

managers and directors of

attract and retain the

skills and opportunities for

the future.

right talent.

career progression.

It is not too late for
businesses to use the
apprenticeship levy. For
non-levy payers this comes
at a minimal cost of 10% of
the training and assessment
costs. ACCA launched the
Accounting Technician
Apprenticeship (Level 4) and
Professional Accountant
Apprenticeship (Level 7) in
2017, and is encouraging
businesses to take advantage
of the opportunity that
funding presents.
Visit accaglobal.com/
apprenticeships to see
how apprenticeships
can plug your skills gap
and help retention, or
email apprenticeships@
accaglobal.com.

AB
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21–23 March 2019
Stratford-Upon-Avon | 21 CPD Units
Fees:
£1,689 (residential) | £1,389 (non-residential)
Book before 21 February and save £100!

Spring Update for
Accountants 2019
How could Brexit impact on your business?
Join our flagship residential CPD conference for accountants
in industry and commerce just one week ahead of the UK’s
scheduled withdrawal from the European Union for updates 		
on a range of business and accounting issues.

Other highlights in 2019
Residential
Conference for
Practitioners
21–23 November
Chester
21 CPD Units

Internal Audit
Conference –
Collaborative
Independence
16 May
Birmingham
7 CPD Units

Channel Islands
Conference
12–14 June
Jersey
21 CPD Units

East Kent one-day
conferences
7 CPD units
 Accounting Standards
Update (12 April)
 General Tax Update
(21 June)
 Company, Commercial and
Employment Law Update
(20 September)

Find session outlines of every course and book online at

events.accaglobal.com

Upcoming events
ACCA has a broad programme of over 200 events and webinars this year, providing
you with CPD, valuable technical updates and excellent networking opportunities
Upcoming events

celebrate with ACCA in
the company of consultant,

The accidental leader

speaker and author Gifty

26 February Glasgow, free

Enright. In 2018, Enright’s

2 CPD units

first book, Octopus on a

Many of us are ‘accidental

Treadmill: Women. Success.

leaders’, promoted to

Health. Happiness, reached

management without

number five in the Amazon

formal training or taking on

UK self-help section. She

leadership responsibilities

explains how she helps

without the credit. This

working women maintain

series explores leadership

a balance while spinning

in the 21st century, where

multiple plates. See page 60.

leaders can be born, made or
just appear. Further sessions

Event update

will focus on delegation
(20 March) and critical

Supporting you on your

conversations (30 April).

digital transformation

St David’s Day business

with Xero and leading app

Shaping the future: unlocking your
organisation’s potential

breakfast

providers to help small and

20 March London, £175

1 March Cardiff (tables of

medium-sized practitioners

7 CPD units

10, £300; individuals, £30)

understand how to harness

Our flagship event for 2019 promises to provide insight into

1.5 CPD units

the opportunities that

strategies that will help you manage a changing business

Begin your St David’s

digital presents.

environment and ensure individuals have the right skills to

ACCA recently toured the UK

Day in style with a

Suggestions for actions

remain relevant and thrive in the future. Speakers include

bucks fizz reception and

that could benefit your

ACCA members at Greggs, IBM, Jaguar Land Rover, The Royal

entertainment, followed by

business include:

Mint, Babylon Health and many more. The keynote session

a full Welsh breakfast and

*

deploying our free

will be delivered by Rohit Talwar, CEO at thinktank Fast Future,

MTD tracker within

who helps clients understand and shape the emerging future

your practice

and who has a particular interest in how we can create a very

using MTD for VAT

human future by putting people at the centre of the agenda.

keynote address on digital
opportunities for Wales,
and raising the visibility of
Wales as a destination to

*

do business.
International Women’s Day

with clients

*

champagne afternoon tea
8 March London, £40
2 CPD units
As this year’s International

as a marketing tool

*

educating your clients

highlights at bit.ly/

including special offers

about the benefits of

SMPRoadshowHighlights

from app partners,

working digitally

and learn more about

at accaglobal.com/

experimenting and

ACCA’s other resources,

resourcesSMP.

testing with app
partners.

Women’s Day takes the

Watch our short video

theme of #BalanceforBetter,

capturing some of the

AB

More information
Use the CPD resource finder to search for events listed here,
at bit.ly/ACCA-CPD1.
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The battle for balance
ACCA’s proud record in achieving 50/50 gender balance across the membership
doesn’t mean we should rest on our laurels, says Helen Brand
progress up to the next tier
– executive level – than their
male counterparts.
We believe that it’s every
organisation’s responsibility
to support diversity, and to
review the way they support
and open up opportunities
to women – and all underrepresented groups.
The accounting profession
is committed to improving
the workplace experience
and progression prospects
for women. We need to
split, and our Council and

keep working together on

promoting and celebrating

executive team are also

a true, concerted effort to

difference, ACCA has

balanced in terms of men

acknowledge long-standing

a distinguished history.

and women.

issues, rectify them, and

When it comes to

bring about change that

Opportunity and diversity

Women’s Day (IWD) this

are two of ACCA’s five

be done. A recent report

year is #BalanceforBetter.

core values, and we were

commissioned by ACCA

It is a call to action to drive

established specifically to

from King’s College London

chance for us to celebrate

gender balance across

open up the profession to

and the ESRC (Economic

the achievements of a

the world as just one

people of all backgrounds,

and Social Research

woman who worked tirelessly

aspect of ensuring diverse

based solely on their ability.

Council) compared the

to achieve balance in the

representation at all levels

We’ve always been an

career trajectories of UK

world of accounting – Ethel

of business and society.

inclusive professional body,

men and women in finance

Ayres Purdie, ACCA’s first

proud of our

and accounting. It found

female member.

reach and

that, while the career paths

difference.

of men and women in the

became an ACCA member,

Ethel Ayres
Purdie pursued
a vigorous
campaign against
the unfair
treatment of
married women in
the tax system

80

But there is still work to

The theme for International

creates balance.
IWD 2019 provides a

One century on since she

sector initially progress in

we share an overview of her

it’s amazing

near-parallel, the careers

life (see box opposite) by

to see how far

of women decelerated in

Professor Stephen Walker

we’ve come.

middle management, due

of Edinburgh University

ACCA is in a

primarily to limited peer

Business School. A full

strong position

sponsorship and a lack of

account can be found in the

when it comes

high-profile projects or

journal Critical Perspectives

to balance – our

opportunities in comparison

on Accounting.

membership

to men. It’s at this stage that

has a 50/50

women take an average

Helen Brand is chief

gender

of seven years longer to

executive of ACCA.

Looking back,

AB
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A statue of suffragette Emmeline Pankhurst was unveiled
in Manchester last December to mark the centenary of
the first UK general election that women could vote in.

Ethel Ayres Purdie, flouter of convention
This year is the 100th anniversary of Ethel Ayres Purdie’s

Association of Accountants, which had a more progressive

election as an associate to the London Association of

admissions policy.

Accountants, a founding organisation of ACCA. She became

Purdie became the leading provider of income tax advice

the first woman to be admitted to an accountancy body in

to women, eventually operating as the Women Taxpayers’

the UK. She spent most of her working life pursuing women’s

Agency. She pursued a vigorous campaign against the unfair

equality. Where she saw gender inequality she resisted,

treatment of married women in the tax system. She was a

campaigned and fought for the reform of public policy.

leading figure in the Women’s Tax Resistance League, which

Born in Islington, London, in 1874, Purdie worked as

argued that if women did not have the vote, they should not

a 16-year-old as a clerk at the Post Office. Here she was
involved in a campaign to return deferred pay to female civil

have to pay tax.
Purdie argued that women winning the vote was a key

servants who had been forced to leave the service due to

step in redressing wider gender inequalities, and that

the marriage bar, the rule that required women to give up

economic, social and political emancipation was essential

their jobs once they got married.

to the progress of women. She believed that the success of

Soon after her own marriage in 1897 and giving birth to

women in business and the professions depended on access

two sons, she defied conventions by taking accountancy

to capital, which should be supplied through co-operative

exams and launching a career as an accountant.

ventures such as the formation of women’s banks – financed,

The chartered accountancy bodies did not admit
women at that time, and the Privy Council, the body that
heard applications for royal charters of incorporation,

owned and managed by women.
Purdie died in 1923 but remains an inspirational figure to
all who seek to forge gender balance and challenge bias.

turned down her request to become a chartered accountant
as an individual. She eventually joined the London

Stephen Walker, Edinburgh University Business School
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IPSC in Prague
Is the public sector financially sustainable? Find out at ACCA’s
International Public Sector Conference in the Czech capital city

AB UK Edition
February/March 2019
Volume 22 Issue 2
Editor-in-chief
Jo Malvern
joanna.malvern@accaglobal.com
Asia editor
Colette Steckel
colette.steckel@accaglobal.com
International editor
Annabella Gabb
annabella.gabb@accaglobal.com
Ireland editor Pat Sweet
Digital editor Jamie Ambler
Video production manager
Jon Gilmore
Sub-editors Lesley Bolton,
Dean Gurden, Peter Kernan,
Jenny Mill, Eleni Perry, Vivienne
Riddoch, Rhian Stephens
Design manager Jackie Dollar

Prague will host the ninth edition of ACCA’s International
Public Sector Conference this February.

Designers Bob Cree,
Suhanna Khan, Robert Mills
Production manager Anthony Kay

The conference will

Public sector finance

host the launch of ACCA’s

pricing and international

the world will assemble

Bridging the Global

taxation, and talent

in Prague in late February

Infrastructure Gap report,

management in the public

for ACCA’s sustainability-

examining financially

sector finance profession.

themed International Public

sustainable methods of

Sector Conference. Key

funding infrastructure.
Other sessions will cover

issues will be addressed by a

Stephen Heathcote,
ACCA’s executive director
– markets, says: ‘The public

host of big-hitter speakers,

the following topics:

sector is facing intense

including the auditor-

*

financial reporting,

challenges – from increasing

public financial

scrutiny on spending, to

management and the

constrained funding, to

implementation of

delivering high-quality

international standards

services in an increasingly

the role of accountants in

digital world. This is a

tackling fraud, corruption

timely event to assess best

and organised crime

practice and learn from

case studies of how

an interconnected global

digital innovation can

network of public sector

transform the sector

finance professionals

the role of supreme audit

and policymakers.’

generals of Jamaica, Nigeria,
Pakistan and Tanzania.
Czech deputy minister
of finance Tomas Vyhanek
will deliver the keynote
speech, on public sector

*

sustainability. Other speakers
will include Maame Yaa
Tiwaa Addo-Danquah,

*

deputy police commissioner
in the Ghana Police Service;
John Manzoni, chief
executive of the UK Civil

82

Standards (EPSAS), transfer

professionals from all over

*

institutions in delivering
sustainability in the sector.

The conference will be
held at the Prague Marriott

Service; and Thomas Müller-

Breakout sessions will offer a

Hotel on Thursday 28

Marqués Berger, chair of

choice of themes and deep

February and Friday 1 March.

Accountancy Europe’s public

dives, including European

sector panel.

Public Sector Accounting

Register for the event at
bit.ly/ACCA-IPSC-2019.
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